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INTRODUCTION

The main themes of this study are the sleeping areas and the sleeping arrangements in 
the ancient Roman house (domus). The investigation is carried out on two fronts —the 
literary sources and the archaeological evidence, including finds and the architectural 
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outline— in order to trace the sleeping arrangements among ancient Romans in general 
and to identify and analyse the sleeping areas in the private dwellings situated in the 
Campanian town of Herculaneum. The main interest is to find out the cultural, social and 
historical factors lying behind the sleeping habits of the ancient Romans and to uncover 
the 'dormant third' of the lives of Romans and the still unknown sleeping habits among 
Romans. The essential research questions are how, when, where and with whom Romans 
slept and which factors influenced these arrangements.1

The main aim of this work is to clarify how the sleeping arrangements worked in 
ancient Roman houses. The attention is on sleeping, and, for instance, such topics as 
dreaming or bedroom activities other than sleeping are touched upon only when relevant 
to the main issue.2 The broader goal of this work is a better understanding of the Roman 
house: its functions and the use of space. The study also deals with the Roman society on 
a more general level since the way a society arranges domestic space reveals the underly-
ing values and structures of the society in question.3 The emphasis of my work, however, 
is on the private life of the Romans and the functioning of domestic space in everyday 
('everynight') life. The work is set in a framework of sociohistorical topography of Roman 
domestic space which aims at finding out the relationship between the occupants of the 
house and the visitors to it; how much interaction was expected and where it took place, 
as well as the relations among the inhabitants of the house; what they did, where they 
moved, when, how and with whom these activities took place.4

My work is also closely connected with the pioneering work on sleeping habits in 
modern societies done by sociologists in the past few years. Sleeping is fundamentally 
important to the well-being of humans and it is crucial to understand how sleeping is 
arranged in different societies past and present in order to decipher the attitudes towards 
sleeping and to solve the sleep related problems. The results of my study will then be 
useful in several contexts: not only in the field of Classical Studies, but also more gener-
ally in research on sleep and sleeping. The cross-disciplinary discussion on sleeping has 
been lively in recent years, for instance, in Finland where are/have been several research 
groups working on different aspects of sleeping, such as the New Sleep Order at the Uni-
versity of Lapland which 'ponders social, cultural, economic and political effects that the 

1 See more on the background and earlier scholarship influencing these research questions especially in 
the section 'Sociological, anthropological and historical sleep research'.

2 On dreams and dreaming, for recent approaches, see, Harris 2009 and Harrisson 2013. Sex in Roman 
bedrooms, see, e.g., Clarke 1998 and 2003. 

3 On this theoretical approach, see more especially in the section 'Sleep and space — the theoretical 
background'.

4 For more on this approach, see Tuori 2015, 12.
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emerging sleep practices bring about',5 and the Sleep Team at the University of Helsinki, 
which is a large research initiative concentrating on studying sleeping from multiple an-
gles, especially concentrating on the impact of sleep loss.6 I aim to contribute to this dis-
cussion by providing accurate information on sleeping arrangements in the Roman past. 

The most important findings of previous scholarship are presented in the following 
chapters, where I also aim to contextualise the results of my research with earlier studies 
by commenting on whether they either contradict or are aligned with them. The methods 
and data used, as well as the theoretical framework behind the analysis, are briefly pre-
sented before I move on to the original articles and to the results presented in them. The 
last section is a concise summary highlighting the most important aspects of the study. 

BACKGROUND 

Sociological, anthropological and historical sleep research

Sleep research is a fast-growing area which produces a large number of results every 
year. The primary concern is the physiological phenomenon of sleeping, and the main 
goal is to better understand the meaning of sleep and its importance for the well-being 
of human beings. Certain questions, such as the evolutionary basis of sleeping, are still 
mysteries. Researchers cannot fully answer the question why we have to fall asleep and 
surrender to the dangers of being unaware of our surroundings. The importance of sleep 
is nevertheless evident and several explanations have been offered, hypothesising, for in-
stance, that sleep seems to be a way for our body and brain to recover and get rid of waste 
material.7 Our understanding of sleep parameters and their impact on the well-being of 
humans as well as how people slept in premodern societies is constantly growing and 
new results emerge at a fast pace.8 

Sleeping, however, is not only a physiological phenomenon. The social significance of 
sleep has been fully understood only fairly recently, even though some sociological at-
tempts on canvassing the social aspects of sleeping were done earlier, as I discuss in next 
paragraph. In the following sections, I recapitulate the most important research done on 

5 New Sleep Order (2011-13) at the University of Lapland (ulapland.fi/InEnglish/Research/Research-
Projects/-Spearhead-projects/New-Sleep-Order). See also Sleep Cultures, an Internet site bringing 
together the researchers and resources on studies of sleep in the humanities and social sciences 
(sleepcultures.com).

6 Cf. Sleep Research Group, Department of Physiology / Faculty of Medicine at the University of Helsinki 
(helsinki.fi/science/helsleep).

7 Xie et al. 2013. 
8 See, e.g., Yetish et al. 2015.
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the social, historical and cultural aspects of sleep, focusing particularly on the views on 
the privacy (or the lack thereof) of sleeping. The narrative of the development of sleep-
ing arrangements and the related privacy aspects presumes that this progress —in the 
context of European history— has been straightforwardly chronological towards more 
and more segmented and private sleep. However, this is not the case if we take the Roman 
material into consideration as well.

In their classic study on sleep in its cultural context, V. Aubert and H. White under-
stood that sleeping is not just a biological need but is also an important social matter, 
playing a role in certain cultural actions, such as (un)dressing, adjusting light and sound 
and one's sleeping position.9 Artefacts of sleep, e.g., nightgowns, as well as certain cul-
tural patterns (e.g., praying) are seen as comforting objects and rituals, which alleviate 
the fears connected to the sleeper's vulnerable role.10 According to Aubert and White, 
humans tend to have one clearly defined place to sleep.11 They also consider night-time 
social patterns to be easily predictable. On the other hand, sleeping is seen as a way of 
legitimising retiring into isolation.12 Unfortunately, they are incorrect about the idea that 
sleeping in the dark is a learned cultural habit.13 In their, time the physiological factors 
determining the need for sleep (the hormone melatonin) were not yet known.14

The sociological approach to sleep did not immediately gain popularity after the first 
attempt was made on the subject. The next article treating the social aspects of sleeping 
was by B. Schwartz in the 1970s, who calls sleep 'perhaps the most important form of 
periodic remission' and regards sleeping as a biological necessity and socially important 
function which needs to be protected.15 Schwartz also touched upon the issue of public 
and private sleeping when considering homeless (rough) sleepers and how their public 
sleeping location invites a social stigma and makes them liable to public disdain.16 P.R. 
Gleichmann also looked at sleeping as a social phenomenon. He drew special attention 
to the openness of sleeping rooms, which, according to him have been historically fairly 
 

9 Aubert and White 1959 (I), 46, 48.
10 Aubert and White 1959 (I), 51.
11 Aubert and White 1959 (II), 7-8.
12 Aubert and White 1959 (II), 13.
13 Aubert and White 1959 (II), 5.
14 See Wurtman 1985, 547: Melatonin was discovered at approximately the same time as the article of 

Aubert and White was being prepared, namely in 1958, though its effects on the brain and the regulation 
of circadian rhythm were not yet known. 

15 Schwartz 1970, 485-7.
16 Schwartz 1970, 494.
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easily accessed by outsiders. In Gleichmann's view, the privacy of sleeping areas is a rela-
tively modern occurrence.17

The main questions of sociological sleep research —how, when, where and with whom 
people sleep— were first phrased by B. Taylor in 199318 and the premises for sociological 
sleep study 'How we sleep, when we sleep, where we sleep, what meanings we attribute to 
sleep, who we sleep with, are all important socially, culturally and historically variable 
matters' were defined further by S. Williams19 as well as S. Arber from The Sociology of 
Sleep group at the University of Surrey. 20

Taylor draws a line between sleep and dream research21 and also ponders the fun-
damental question of public and private with regard to sleeping. According to him, the 
sleep of adults is usually shielded by privacy; the degree of privacy for sleep grows with 
age and the higher one's status is, the more privately one can sleep. Public sleep (for ex-
ample, medicalised or otherwise institutionalised sleep and rough sleeping) threatens the 
authority and power of an adult person.22 

For Williams, sleep provides an important new opening in studying the social prac-
tices across the public/private dichotomy.23 One of the sociological discoveries is that 
sleeping is used as an excuse to avoid social demands.24 According to Williams, socially 
suitable and unsuitable ways of sleeping, as well as the normative aspects of sleeping 
('dormativity', as he puts), are 'socially, culturally and historically variable matters'.25 Wil-
liams lists the key points of sociological sleep research, among them history and culture, 
throwing the ball to historians to find out the historical aspects of sleeping cultures.26

Williams also maintains that sleeping habits have developed chronologically 
from the (seemingly) public Medieval culture towards the more and more priva-
tised activity of our own day.27 His speculation is drawn from the work of N. Elias, 

17 Gleichmann 1980, 241.
18 Taylor 1993, 465. 
19 Williams 2005, 1, Williams 2007, 314 and Williams 2008, 640.
20 The Sociology of Sleep group at University of Surrey: sociologyofsleep.surrey.ac.uk.
21 Taylor 1993, 465.
22 Taylor 1993, 466-7.
23 Williams 2007, 325.
24 Schwartz 1970, 489-90, Taylor 1993, 470, and Williams 2007, 318.
25 Williams 2007, 313-4.
26 Williams 2008, 640: other themes, according to him are: body and society; roles and routines; work and 

employment; gender and the life course; health and illness and politics and ethics. See also Williams 
2005, 37 ff. for a cursory examination of historical sleeping arrangements.

27 Williams 2007, 315.
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who states that sleeping in the Middle Ages was not as separate and privatised from 
social life as it is today. In the context of the civilising process, sleeping is seen as be-
coming an increasingly private and concealed action. This development is presented 
as a chronological, but not a linear process.28 These studies observe the development 
of sleeping arrangements starting from the European Middle Ages, thus leaving out 
Greco-Roman antiquity. However, as my study on Roman material shows, the de-
velopment is more structural than chronological. In the urban Roman context, cer-
tain aspects of privacy which are thought to belong mainly to modern times appear. 
In the anthropological and cultural sleep research, B. Steger and L. Brunt have paved 
the way for sleep research in the humanities and setting further research topics such as 
how vulnerable sleepers are protected in regard to physical and emotional security, who 
sleeps with whom, what kind of protective rituals are needed and how these aspects vary 
in different societies.29

According to Steger and Brunt, the connection of sleep and privacy is more pro-
nounced in Europe and Northern America than in Eastern cultures, and in the West, pri-
vacy is protected by walls and segmentation of spaces.30 In addition, sleep itself is seen as 
a radical or even 'anarchistic' separation from the world and social relationships.31 They 
tend to see that co-sleeping in Western societies was more common before 19th century, 
and that even today, communal sleeping, which 'not only provides protection, but also 
gives a sense of belonging’ is fairly common in Asia, e.g., India and Indonesia.32 On the 
other hand, even in such establishments as refugee camps and other cases where multiple 
sleepers share a sleeping area, segregation and privacy is sought after.33

The sleep cultures differ geographically in other aspects as well. The eight hour sleep-
block (and considering daytime napping as a sign of laziness), considered ideal in the 
Western world, is called monophasic sleep culture while the siesta culture, especially 
known in the Mediterranean region biphasic, and the napping culture, practiced largely 
in an Asian context, polyphasic.34 

The closest parallels for my study include two articles on historical sleep arrange-
ments, based on studies on ancient literature. G. Klug demonstrates how sleep as a liter-
ary theme in its own right appears in Medieval European literature allowing the detec-

28 Elias 1994, xii-xiii, 134-5, 153.
29 Steger and Brunt 2003 (especially p. 12 ff.) and Steger and Brunt 2003 (especially p. 21).
30 Steger and Brunt 2003, 12-3.
31 Steger and Brunt 2003, 14, cf. Montijn 2003, 80.
32 Steger and Brunt 2003, 11-3; Steger and Brunt 2008, 22-4 (safety), also Montijn 2003, 75-8.
33 Steger and Brunt 2008, 22.
34 Steger and Brunt 2003, 16-21.
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tion of the main aspects of sleeping culture in the Middle Ages. In her study on German 
literary evidence, Klug shows that vulnerability in medieval sleep and gender issues are 
interconnected; the defencelessness in sleep is related to masculinity, while power over 
sleep is regarded as a female quality and thus in the representations of sleep in literature 
the power relations of reality are reversed.35 In contrast, the role of sleeping is rather 
underplayed in early Chinese literature, as explained by A. Richter.36 However, from the 
sparse material, certain aspects of Chinese sleeping culture can be inferred, among them 
negative conceptions of sleep: particularly drunken sleep was a literary topos and day-
time sleeping was held in contempt.37 Hierarchy played a role in ancient Chinese society 
in the assumed time needed for sleep, meaning that the ones on top of the social ladder 
were expected to sleep only a little. Rulers especially were required to remain sleepless in 
mulling over the well-being of society. Sleep was considered a physical necessity, which 
a gentleman could easily forget about. 38 In addition, a Chinese bed was dangerous place 
and sleepers were vulnerable to dangers such as murder.39 Many similar deductions can 
be made from the Roman material, as I show in this work. 

The ideology of how good housekeeping is connected to moralistic attitudes is the 
issue in I. Montijn's study. She points out that, for example, fleabites could be consid-
ered a sign of bad housekeeping, ergo, of low moral standards.40 She notes that separate 
bedrooms were designed for reasons of hygiene and health, and explains that bedrooms 
separated from living rooms and spaces for reception were not customary in Dutch do-
mestic space before the 19th century, when they gradually started to become more and 
more common thus providing more privacy for the sleeper.41 

C.M. Worthman and M.K. Melby have investigated factors characterising sleeping 
habits and sleep ecology in Western and 'non-Western' societies resulting in a cross-cul-
tural anthropological survey on the ecology of human sleep.42 According to them, the 
features of sleeping habits in Western culture include solitary sleep from early childhood, 
concentrating sleep into one single period, controlled bedtimes and housing providing 

35 Klug 2008, 33, 50.
36 Richter 2003, 25.
37 Richter 2003, 27, 29-33.
38 Richter 2003, 34-5.
39 Richter 2003, 38.
40 Montijn 2008,75-80, hygiene understood literally in this article. For 'sleep hygiene' as a concept of factors 

influencing sleeping habits, see van der Geest and Mommersteeg 2006, 11.
41 Montijn 2008, 78, 86.
42 Worthman and Melby 2002, 71-2. Their term 'non-Western' refers to certain forager, pastoralist, 

horticulturist, and agriculturalist communities which have been targets of recent ethnographic studies 
on sleep. On sleeping arrangements in the industrial Western world, see especially p. 104-6.
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secluded and quiet environments for sleeping, whereas in the so-called 'non-Western' 
societies, settings are usually dark yet possibly noisy, possibly without climate control, 
pillows, ample coverings and heavy padding are uncommon but fire is usually present. 
They are also less bounded temporally, socially or physically than the modern Western 
settings and security relies on social features.43 It is clear that in this regard, urban Roman 
culture corresponds better to the modern sleeping than the so-called 'non-Western', as 
I elaborate in this study. The idea of the sleeping patterns of Europe developing mainly 
chronologically (as stated by some scholars) towards more and more segmented and pri-
vate settings is thus challenged. The urban Roman living environment with private town 
houses is in close interaction with sleeping arrangements and can be considered as an 
important factor which dictates these arrangements and is reciprocally shaped by them.

Night is brought up as an anthropological object of study by J. Galinier and his re-
search group in an article discussing how marginal sleep and night have been in the field 
of anthropological studies. They propose new questions which should be asked in an-
thropological —and more generally, in cross-disciplinary discussion— of sleep research. 
Researchers should pay attention to a variety of factors influencing sleeping cultures 
from the physical surroundings of sleeping to the myths of the night.44 They recognise 
the special nature of the Roman night, which was reflected in the archaic law. 45 In Leges 
duodecim tabularum, a thief caught stealing in the night is justly killed: Si nox furtum 
factum sit, si im occisit, iure caesus esto (12), and also nocturnal meetings were forbidden 
(26). The Roman night had indeed special characteristics and can be seen as an object of 
study for anthropologists and cultural and social historians alike. 

In addition to night and sleeping, bed has been placed as an object of study in the 
social sciences, notably by S. van der Geest and G. Mommersteeg. In their view, a bed 
can be seen as secure hiding place and locus of privacy, though it fails in this purpose if 
and when the sleeper is killed in his/her own bed. These accounts are multiple and widely 
popular from Bible to Shakespeare,46 as well as in Roman literature, as I show later.

The degree of permanence in (co-)sleeping arrangements is a question which remains 
surprisingly little studied; do people tend to use the same sleeping spot every night and 
do couples keep the preferred bed sides, etc. However, in the research done by P. Rosen-
blatt, who has surveyed couple bed sharing and the intimacy and pleasure connected 
wit it, we learn how couples tend to have their own sides of the bed. Apart from being 
a predictable routine, other factors behind the choosing of the side include preferences 
learned in childhood, protection (men in heterosexual couples), sleeping on the side of 

43 Worthman and Melby 2002, 104-7.
44 Galinier et al. 2010, 820-3, 826.
45 Galinier et al. 2010, 833. See also Ekirch 2005, 87. 
46 van der Geest and Mommersteeg 2006, 9-10.
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the door and health issues. As rituals to prepare for sleep, his interviewees used prayer, 
television, reading and sex.47 

The most important survey on historical sleeping arrangements is undoubtedly R. 
Ekirch's At Day's Close: Night in Times Past which came out in 2005. The main aim of the 
book is to examine the night-time as a phenomenon in the West before the Industrial 
Revolution; how people shaped life after dark while facing real as well as supernatural 
dangers. Evidence is mainly gathered from the British Isles, but sleeping habits of con-
tinental Europe are also dealt with. The timespan stretches from the Middle Ages to the 
early 19th century, focusing chiefly on the Early Modern Era.48

Ekirch explains how the fear of the dark is 'age-old' and for protection against the ter-
rors of the night, concrete means (boundaries, watchdogs and even weapons) as well as 
rituals (religious and magic) have been used.49 Moreover, since the night steals the most 
important sense —vision— artificial light is also needed. Before electricity, illuminants 
were modest: besides fire in hearths, candles made of animal fat and wax, (oil)lamps and 
candlewood. One light bulb gives about one hundred times more light than a candle 
and moonlight is just a fraction of the strength of direct sunlight. He also describes how 
portable lights were carried outside, not only for the safety of the strollers but also for 
controlling people and revealing the identity of possible trespassers.50 Night watchman is 
one of the most ancient occupations, common in the European cities as well. Movement 
in the towns was also controlled by curfews, when only few people could be legitimately 
outdoors, mainly doctors, midwives and priests about their duties.51 On the other hand, 
in broad in daylight, privacy was scarce. He also concludes that night-time and sleep also 
provided benefits, being 'own time' for servants and even slaves.52 

Ekirch also shows that designated sleeping spots for family members as per age and 
gender were known at least in British households.53 According to him, nightgowns ap-
peared in use for the middle and upper classes during the 16th century and European 
beds developed from pallets and mats during the 15th and 17th centuries.54 However, as I 
show in this study, the Roman material questions the latter statement. 

47 Rosenblatt 2006, 15, 31-5, 49-57.
48 Ekirch 2005, xxv-xxvii.
49 Ekirch 2005, 3, 97.
50 Ekirch 2005, 4-8, 66-7, 100-4, 110, 128.
51 Ekirch 2005, 63-4, 75.
52 Ekirch 2005, 149, 233-4, 287. 
53 Ekirch 2005, 278.
54 Ekirch 2005, 270-4.
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Undoubtedly the most important of Ekirch's findings is the phenomenon called 'seg-
mented sleep'. According to him, in the pre-industrial societies, instead of confining 
sleeping to one solitary block at night, it was typical to divide sleeping into intervals 
called first sleep and second sleep. These bouts lasted about the same length time and 
were broken by a period of wakefulness.55 He also hints that this was known in ancient 
Rome as well, revealed in the expression 'concubia nocte'.56 This phrase and whether the 
segmented sleeping pattern can be detected in the Roman sources, is investigated in more 
detail in my study.

Research on Roman domestic space and Roman sleeping areas

Social aspects of the Roman house 

Before looking more closely into sleeping arrangements, it is in order to give an overview 
of most noteworthy research on Roman house and domestic space. Names for the private 
town house of a wealthy occupant stretch in research literature from Italic house, the old 
Roman house, the Roman atrium house, Pompeian house, the atrium house according to 
Vitruvius to just the Latin domus.57 Only a few remains of ancient town houses have sur-
vived in Rome itself and therefore the archaeological study of Roman housing has largely 
been concentrated (besides in Rome's own port of Ostia) in Campania, in Pompeii and 
Herculaneum, which give a unique glimpse of urban planning and private housing in the 
first century AD. The study of Roman housing has long traditions among the Pompei-
anists. The foundations were laid in the 19th and early 20th century58 and a certain renais-
sance in studies of Pompeian houses and domestic space emerged from the 1980s on, 
led especially by A. Wallace-Hadrill and J. Clarke, followed by other modern approaches 
to the Roman house concentrating on the use of space and its social implications by us-
ing archaeology, art history and literature. The literary evidence for Roman architecture 
relies heavily on Vitruvius, the Roman engineer/architect and author of De Architectura, 
even though, in recent studies, the role of Vitruvius as a source for research into espe-
cially Pompeian living has been readdressed and the usefulness has been challenged.59 In 

55 Ekirch 2005, 300-2.
56 Ekirch 2005, 301, Ekirch 2001, 364-5 (n. 68).
57 Of these different names and their definitions, see Tamm 1973. On a discussion of what makes a Roman 

house a 'Roman house', see Wallace-Hadrill 2015.
58 E.g., Overbeck 1875, Mau 1900; see also Maiuri 1958.
59 Wallace-Hadrill 1988 and 1994, Clarke 1991, Dwyer 1991, Zaccaria Ruggiu 1995, Hales 2003, Leach 

2004.
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addition, in the new excavations in Pompeii, starting from the 1990s many new discov-
eries have been made, especially concerning the organisation of domestic space in the 
earlier periods of settlement.60

Modern scholars have further defined the social role of the Pompeian/Roman house 
and how the patterns of social life are reflected in the architecture. The dichotomy be-
tween public and private has also aroused interest and new theories have emerged on 
how public functions and private actions in a Roman house can be detected and where 
in the houses the social activities took place.61 The theoretical approaches to privacy in 
Roman domestic space are discussed in more detail below in the section 'Sleep and space 
— the theoretical background'. 

We know from these studies that the Roman house was the centre for the social life of 
its owner and witnessed to a certain degree even the economic and political dealings of 
the occupant.62 Wallace-Hadrill discusses the role of the houses as documents of social 
life63 and how their location, size, organisation of space and decoration formed a code 
which guided the social flow inside; apart from the movement of the family (including 
servants), also that of friends, clients and other visitors.64 There seems to be a special 
connection between the function of the spaces and its decoration as well as with social 
activities in the house and the architectural form — already acknowledged by ancient au-
thors (e.g., Cic. off. 1,138-9 and Vitr. 6,5,1)— particularly pronounced in the organisation 
of space for receiving clients during morning salutatio.65 Front doors were kept open, but 
were heavily made and closable if needed.66 In addition to architecture and decoration, 
porters and other servants also guided and controlled the access to the houses and move-
ment inside it.67 The house was the scene for these social calls, as well as the locus for 
private family rites, and the architecture served these purposes.68 

According to these studies, spaces in the private town houses were organised around 
the fauces–atrium–tablinum axis, which can be still seen in the architectural layout of 

60 E.g., Pesando 1997 and Coarelli et al. 2006.
61 Wallace-Hadrill 1988, 84-5.
62 Clarke 1991, 1-2.
63 Wallace-Hadrill 1988, 47, Wallace-Hadrill 1994, 5.
64 Wallace-Hadrill, 1988, 55-6, Wallace-Hadrill 1994, 12, 14-5, 36-9, see also Clarke 1991, 1-2.
65 Clarke 1991, 1-2, Wallace-Hadrill 1988, 50-52, 55 (cf. Barbet 1985), cf. Grahame 1997, 141. See also 

recent approaches to salutatio and its impact on the use of space in Goldbeck 2010 and Speksnijder 2015.
66 Wallace-Hadrill 1988, 46, Wallace-Hadrill 1994, 5.
67 Wallace-Hadrill 1988, 77-8, 83-6, Clarke 1991, 2, 13, Dunbabin 1994, 165-6, 172, Dwyer 1991, 27.
68 Wallace-Hadrill 1988, 45-6, 54-5, Clarke 1991,1-4 (quoting F.E. Brown 1961, 9); Dunbabin 1994, 165, 

Leach 1997, 51-2, 59. 
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the Campanian houses. Public functions were concentrated in the area of main entrance 
and central court (atrium) and in the master's office (tablinum) or even in the bedrooms 
(cubicula). More intimate entertainment took place in the peristyle and the dining rooms 
(triclinia). Smaller, closable rooms are centred around these large circulation areas, atria 
and peristyles.69 

Wallace-Hadrill sketched invisible boundaries inside Roman houses. According to 
him, two 'axes of differentiation,' as he frames it, inside the Roman house can be de-
tected: public - private and grand - humble. Friends (amici) were received in the public 
but grand areas, whereas the public and humble areas were sufficient for clients. Among 
the members of the familia, the owner's family was entitled to the private and luxurious 
spaces but servants had to be content with the humbler ones, though, for instance, in 
Pompeii, separate areas for slaves are difficult to identify.70 Wallace-Hadrill also states 
that segmentation of domestic space based on gender or age cannot, however, be detected 
in the Roman (archaeological) material, even if the gender and age differentiations were 
known to the Romans.71 R. Laurence highlights the fourth dimension —namely time— 
of space studies. The temporal logic of Roman use of space, according to him, follows 
the time-use patterns of elite male Romans from the morning greetings in their houses 
to the public areas, to fora and baths and back home again in time for dinner. Even a 
gender-based division in the spatial patterns of Roman houses occurs in the context of 
time, when the men are out and about in their business, the domestic space is left to the 
women.72

Studies on Roman sleeping: early scholarly approaches

In the earliest research, studies of sleeping have concentrated only either on parts on the 
phenomenon or are based on relatively limited material. In previous scholarship on Ro-
man cultural history, sleeping is mentioned occasionally. For example, in L. Friedländer's 
Sittengeschichte Roms, issues related to sleeping and bedrooms are discussed in the con-
text of the imperial court and in connection with reception. He also mentions how cer-

69 Wallace-Hadrill 1988, 46, 85, Clarke 1991, 2-6, 10, 12-3, 16, Dwyer 1991, 26-31, Dunbabin 1994,166-
9, Hales 2003, 107, 123-6. For the development of spatial patterns and their relationship to the rituals 
performed in the private houses, in the architecture of late period dwellings of the insulae of Ostia, see, 
Clarke 1991, 26-9, who argues that the architectural patterns still served the wealthy owners and the 
rituals taking place in the private houses.

70 Wallace-Hadrill 1988, 77-8, Wallace-Hadrill 1994, 8-9, 38, George 1997 (A), 17.
71 Wallace-Hadrill 1988, 50-2, Wallace-Hadrill 1994, 8-10. Cf. Nevett 1994 questioning to what extent the 

women's areas in the domestic space were actually restricted and secluded even in ancient Greece, where 
such gender-based segregation of space was known, see also Jameson 1990, 93, 104.

72 Laurence 1994, 122-32.
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tain Romans desired peace in their lives, as well as how sleeping was induced with medi-
cation when needed.73 In Brill´s New Pauly, the English online-version of Der Neue Pauly 
encyclopaedia, the search word 'sleep' returns nearly one hundred results; however, none 
of these deal with sleeping as a cultural phenomenon; dreams and dream interpretation 
as well as incubatio come closest.74 In J. Carcopino's popular work on Roman everyday 
life, his reconstruction of the Roman day starts in the morning and ends with the evening 
dinner. Some aspects of sleeping arrangements are, however, mentioned, such as lucu-
bratio, nightgowns and fairly prejudiced comments on cubicula as well as the question 
of co-sleeping Roman couples.75 In a more recent work on Roman cultural history, P. 
Veyne mentions that slaves slept at the master's bedroom door, and apparently 'all over 
the house'.76

The literary evidence for cubicula 

The term cubiculum in Latin literature has aroused interest in recent years and the range 
of activities associated with it as well as the users of this space are well-known especially 
from the works of A. Riggsby, E. Leach and A. Anguissola.77 In his in-depth study, Riggs-
by describes the main patterns of activities in cubicula as rest, sex (including adultery), 
controlled display of art, murder, suicide and reception78 and claims that the room does 
not have one definite function.79 Some of these functions, particularly receiving guests, 
as well as the redefinition of the functional role of the cubiculum in the Roman domus are 
issues which I have dealt specifically with in this study.

Leach investigates the confluence of archaeological and literary material in connec-
tion with the labels of different spaces. She calls her approach 'archaeology of nomen-
clature' which in practice means close reading of texts mentioning the names of rooms 
(for instance, atrium, triclinium) and activities associated with them.80 She divides the 
terminology into two categories; the first refers to the activity and furnishing (cenatio, 

73 Friedländer 1910, 85, 116, 251, 335, 388-94, 410-11, 582.
74 New Pauly Online (Brill Online Reference Works, available at http://referenceworks.brillonline.com/

browse/brill-s-new-pauly, accessed 10/2015). In addition, in RE the closest related entry is cubicularius / 
a cubiculo.

75 Carcopino 1939: Les divisions de la journée, le lever et la toilette: 171 - La cena: 304; 180-5, 195.
76 Veyne 1987, 73.
77 Riggsby 1997, Leach 1997, Anguissola, 2010, 37-68 (cf. Anguissola 2007).
78 Riggsby 1997, 37-41, 54.
79 Riggsby 1997, 42.
80 Leach 1997, 50-1.
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cubiculum as well as triclinium and bibliotheca) in the room and the other to its structure 
(oecus, exedra, camera and conclave). She also mentions that certain rooms testified to 
multiple functions due to the movable nature of furniture.81 For describing the spaces 
in Campanian houses, Leach recommends the use of such terms as camera and conclave 
which she considers neutral.82 Cubiculum is for her a symbol for private in the same vein 
as atrium is for public, no matter how public or private these spaces were in reality.83 

Anguissola places cubiculum in a liminal position between public and private in her 
detailed presentation of the users, meanings and furnishings and appearance of the this 
room..84 She also draws attention to the different, more or less private activities con-
nected to cubicula: from sleep and sexual relations to intellectual activities and receiving 
friends.85 

The cubicula of Romano-African houses have been investigated by M. Carucci, who 
has also discussed the aspects of public and private in the context of Roman sleeping 
areas.86 In addition, C. Badel included the cubicula in his treatise on the reception areas 
of Roman houses, and in the framework of ranking the order of spaces, he places the 
cubiculum at the summit of the spatial hierarchy — as the last target of a visitor entering 
the house.87 

In this study, I have used a variety of literary sources from early Latin plays to Late 
Antique literature, presuming that the terminology and the main features of the sleeping 
culture remained mainly unchanged in this time period. The Late Antique cubicula in the 
literary evidence have been investigated by K. Sessa, who concludes that in early Chris-
tian thinking cubicula were seen as secluded places for spiritual intimacy in contrast to 
their seemingly open nature in the earlier periods.88 L. Dossey also follows these lines, 
claiming that Roman bedrooms were 'privatised' only in the Late Antiquity and empha-
sising that the cubicula of earlier periods were exposed to public gaze. 89 This, however, 
was not actually the case, as I show in my study; the private, secluded nature of cubicula 
was already known and appreciated in the Republican/Early Imperial Roman society. In 
my opinion, there seems rather to be continuity in the role of this room, although its in-

81 Leach 1997, 59. 
82 Leach 1997, (62-4, 67) 70.
83 Leach 1997, 68-70.
84 Anguissola 2010, 35 and Anguissola 2007,154-60.
85 Anguissola 2010, 41-2.
86 Carucci 2007, 2012 (A,B,C).
87 Badel 2007,147.
88 Sessa 2007, 172, 176-80, 187. 
89 Dossey 2012, 181-3.
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timacy and privacy may have become more accentuated during the time when the public 
role of the Roman domus was already declining. 

Studies on the sleeping arrangements of children remain marginal, but are touched 
on, e.g., by G. Coulon in his treatise on the children in Gaul (Gallia). According to him, 
the wealthiest families had cradles, but in poorer families children slept with their par-
ents or nurses. In his evidence, we see, for example, the supposedly relatively cheap wick-
erwork baskets used as bassinets. Some evidence suggests that dogs could have slept with 
children in the bassinets.90 

Bedrooms in the archaeological evidence

According to the traditional interpretation of a typical Roman/Pompeian townhouse, 
the rooms of the houses have been identified and named using literary evidence. Fol-
lowing this interpretation, the small, closed rooms on the sides of the front hall (atrium), 
especially flanking the entranceway (fauces), are labelled cubicula, same as similar spaces 
in the peristyle area. This convention particularly derives from the studies of Pompeii 
done by A. Mau and O. Elia, who first surveyed the development of Pompeian cubicula. 
According to Elia, the evolution of Pompeian cubicula follows that of the wall painting 
styles, and three different designs can be distinguished. The identification of cubicula is 
based on architectural elements, notably recesses cut in the walls and decoration showing 
the place for beds, and finds are rarely taken into account.91 The narrative of Roman do-
mestic space, and the role of the cubiculum as a part of it, has followed largely these lines. 

However, recent research on the material culture of Pompeian houses has questioned 
these identifications and shown that defining the functions of spaces in the Roman hous-
es only on a structural basis is insufficient.92 The work on Pompeian houses by P. Allison 
shows that recesses, which were thought to be used for accommodating beds, and thus a 
diagnostic criterion for a bedroom, are actually much more multipurpose and their iden-
tification is rarely straightforward.93 The rooms which are often referred to in research 
literature as cubicula, the 'small closed rooms off side of front hall or off gardens/ter-
races' in Allison's terminology, do not yield as much evidence on sleeping as one would 
expect in a room labelled cubiculum.94 She also emphasises that labelling the different 
spaces using Latin names found in literature might give a very misleading picture of the 

90 Coulon 1994, 47-9.
91 Mau 1900, 244-55 (cf. 228-30 layout of 'typical Campanian house'), Elia 1932, 394-9. See also Zaccaria 

Ruggiu 1995, 397-8, van Binnebeke 1991, 141.
92 Especially Allison 2004. See also Berry 1997 (A), 183-4, Berry 2007, 192 and Nevett 1997, 283-4.
93 Allison 2004, 43-7. 
94 Allison 2004, 64, 71-6, 94-8.
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functioning of Roman/Pompeian house.95 Tablinum is particularly problematic; it is sel-
dom mentioned in Latin literature, but widely used in the research literature on domestic 
space. The role and function of this room, both in literature and in archaeology, definitely 
needs further clarification in a detailed study.

This more cautious approach to identifying and labelling the spaces has been adopted 
by Anguissola, who has studied the archaeological evidence of spaces for sleeping in 
Pompeii. She identifies the bedrooms by using the 'lowest common denominator', which 
in her case is the alcove, resulting in the term camera ad alcova (in English alcove-room) 
for these spaces.96 

The bedrooms of Herculaneum are featured in A. Maiuri's main publication of the ex-
cavations, Ercolano: i nuovi scavi (1927-1958), vol.1, even though the finds are dealt with 
only in passing.97 The organic material of the town, however, has been studied in detail 
by S. T. A. M. Mols, who has examined all the remains of wooden furniture found there. 
His book, Wooden furniture in Herculaneum: form, technique and function, where he in-
troduces 13 beds and couches and lists the entries in excavation reports mentioning fur-
niture (including beds) with their provenance, serves as a good starting point for further 
studies on the bedrooms in this town.98 M. van Binnebeke lays out certain components 
for identifying a bedroom, highlighting the importance of studying the architectonic re-
mains (niches in the wall, division of decoration and size and dimension of the room), at 
the expense of the finds material.99 

The study of Roman sleeping — beyond cubicula

The study of Roman sleeping arrangements has largely concentrated on investigating cu-
bicula, mainly to answer the question where Romans slept. From the point of view of the 
cultural history of sleeping in the Greco-Roman world, some pioneering work has been 
done as well, most importantly in the edited volume Sleep, by T. Wiedemann and K. 
Dowden. The topics of articles in the volume are varied, concentrating chiefly on studies 
on sleeping in the writings of certain notable authors. Articles by the editors touch on the 
everyday meanings of Roman sleep.100 Wiedemann ponders whether Romans actually 
 

95 Allison 2004, 8-12, 63. 
96 Anguissola 2010, 72, 171 and passim, (terms in English: 425), see also defining cubiculum and the 

problems of the use of Latin labels in an archaeological context: p. 7-11.
97 Maiuri, 1958.
98 Cf. Wallace-Hadrill 1994, 96-7.
99 van Binnebeke 1991, 140.
100 Wiedemann 2003 and Dowden 2003. 
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slept during siesta and Dowden discusses the views on sleeping and how it was consid-
ered virtuous to manage with little sleep. 

Night-time phenomena have also been studied in a collection of articles called Sub 
imagine Somni: Nighttime Phenomena in Greco-Roman culture, edited by E. Scioli and 
C. Walde. The articles of the volume concentrate most importantly on dreaming and the 
meaning of dreams in ancient culture, but two of the articles address sleep-related ques-
tions more closely. B. Spaeth analyses the Roman stories on 'Night Hag Attacks' where 
frightening female creatures of the night threatened male sleepers. She sees these ac-
counts as reflecting the fear of sexually active women, who were considered deviant in 
Roman culture. Insomnia is treated in A. Ambühl's article, which concentrates on look-
ing at the way Roman poets experienced sleeplessness and how insomnia was related to 
the literary figure of a poet and his inspirations.101

Data and methods

This dissertation is based on both literary evidence and archaeological material (including 
architectural evidence). Written sources, which form the major part of the data, consist of 
Latin texts which mention sleeping and resting.102 Texts were chosen by using reference 
books, such as Thesaurus Linguae Latinae (TLL) and different electronic databases, such 
as Brepols Publishers' Brepolis Library of Latin Texts (clt.brepolis.net), The Digital Loeb 
Classical Library (loebclassics.com), The Packard Humanities Institute's Latin texts (latin.
packhum.org/index) and the Latin Library (thelatinlibrary.com), of which the three first 
ones can be accessed only through a library account and the two latter can be used freely 
on the Internet. 

Finding the relevant texts using digital databases was a long process. I started by go-
ing through electronic libraries such as the Latin Library, which contain essential Latin 
authors and sifting passages by using the search function with such word forms as cub-, 
dorm-, and somn-. Some terms, e.g., cubiculum (and its derivatives) and the terminol-
ogy of beds were studied with the help of TLL. Initially, my aim was to also include 
such terms as nox (noct-), iac(-eo) and quies (quiet-), but it soon became evident that 
limiting the amount of data was necessary.103 In addition, art historical analysis (visual 
 

101 Spaeth 2010 and Ambühl 2010.
102 In addition, some relevant Greek authors (mainly Cassius Dio, Plutarch and Soranos) were used.
103 TLL lists 318 entries for lemma cubiculum (TLL, vol. IV, p. 1266, lin. 30 - p. 1269, lin. 50), 143 entries 

for cubicularius (TLL, vol. IV, p. 1265, lin. 35 - p. 1266, lin. 25) and 25 for cubicularis (TLL, vol. IV, p. 
1265, lin. 6 - p. 1265, lin. 34). The amount of other passages mentioning sleeping (i.e. terms found with 
enquiries of dorm-, somn- etc.) which were analysed is roughly 800.
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representations  of bedroom activities), as well as epigraphical material was also left out, 
in order to refine the research task.104 

I studied the literary evidence by using source critical text analysis, examining what 
is, for instance, said about the actual place of sleeping (cubiculum or some other space); 
who uses the space: gender, age and social status of the user; the privacy of the place: 
were married couples sleeping together, did children sleep with their parents, did slaves/
servants sleep with their owners, were outsiders admitted to the sleeping area; what time 
of the day were people sleeping ('siesta', night-time); did the sleeping space have other 
functions as well, is the location in the house or the contents of the room mentioned and 
what is said about the possible problems (sleeplessness, nightmares, vermin, etc.), secu-
rity matters and moral views regarding sleeping habits. Even though the study is inspired 
by research questions and propositions of sociologists, due to the scattered nature of the 
evidence, certain methods of the social sciences such as statistical analysis, cannot be 
directly applied. Certain aspects of sleeping are abundantly present in the texts, yet some 
elements remain marginal, due to the diffuseness of the data.

Texts included in the study consist mainly of passages which tell us about living and 
housing in Roman Italy or are aimed at an audience living in the area. I have, however, 
used certain sources where the setting of the texts falls outside this scope: in some cases, 
the milieu is outside Roman Italy or does not take place in a domestic context, such as 
some passages on military life or, for example, works of authors such as Plautus and 
Apuleius whose writings are nominally set in Greece. In addition, I have also used myth-
ological texts when they can be interpreted as revealing essential elements of Roman 
sleeping culture. The majority of texts consists of Late Republican and (early) Imperial 
literature, yet, overall, the literary material ranges from Archaic plays to Late Antique le-
gal texts, allowing a detailed investigation of the social elements of sleeping habits among 
the ancient Romans. As stated above, the presumption is that the terminology and the 
main aspects of sleeping habits remained, for the most part, immutable in this time pe-
riod. The analysis of the literary evidence resulted in three articles (A, B and D).

The archaeological and architectural material was collected from 27 private dwellings 
in Herculaneum, in houses where evidence of beds has survived. In addition, the results 
of earlier research on a couple of houses in Pompeii were used in the first article, mainly 
for formulating hypotheses for further study.105 The Campanian towns were chosen as 
targets for the study since Rome itself yields very little evidence on private housing. Her-
culaneum is an exceptional place for studying household artefacts and activities and this 
town yields unique evidence for sleeping and reclining, since in the process of the A.D. 
79 eruption, the extreme heat of the pyroclastic material carbonised organic material, 

104 For recent approaches to inscriptions (especially graffiti) in the Pompeian domestic contexts, see, e.g., 
Lohmann 2015 and Benefiel 2016.

105 Especially on Allison 2004 and Ling and Allison 2007. 
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including beds (which I selected as the diagnostic criterion for a bedroom), rendering 
it durable enough to survive through the ages. The data concerning the material culture 
and architectonic elements of Herculaneum was gathered from the reports of the excava-
tions106 as well as using the beds and their provenance presented in Mols (1999). Mai-
uri's main work on Herculaneum (1958) and F. Pesando's and M. P. Guidobaldi's Pompei, 
Oplontis, Ercolano, Stabiae (2006) were used particularly for mapping the sleeping areas 
of houses of the town.107 For collecting and organising the material, I created an MS 
Access-based database which includes relevant data on bedrooms in Herculaneum. The 
data was further processed using an MS Excel spreadsheet application. The results on the 
archaeological material are presented in Article C.108

Sleep and space — the theoretical background

The analysis of sleeping arrangements, and the aim to answer why these arrangements 
were made, which social and cultural factors determined these arrangements and what 
they tell us about the society in question, are influenced by theories on the use of domestic 
space, on theories of privacy as well as on ideas on the cross-cultural elements of sleeping. 

According to the theoretical premises of the use of space, chiefly drawn from the arti-
cles included in the Domestic architecture and the use of space: an interdisciplinary cross-
cultural study edited by S. Kent, human behaviour has an effect on how the built environ-
ment is formed and vice versa.109 Kent herself argues that architecture forms boundaries 
in otherwise unbounded space and culture plays a role in what types of spaces are bound-
ed, forming such oppositions as inside/outside, public/private, profane/sacred, ours/
yours, etc.110 She also asserts that social complexity determines the organisation of space. 
As society gets more complex, behaviour, use of space, material culture and architecture 
become more segmented. Functionally bounded areas are those used principally for one 
or closely related functions. There is often linguistic differentiation between such areas 

106 Ruggiero 1885 and GdSN, the unpublished excavation reports which are available as a text file transcript 
of the original manuscript at the Soprintendenza of Herculaneum.

107 In addition, I documented the houses (with the exception of Casa a Graticcio, III 13-15 and upper floor 
rooms, which are closed due to the perilous conditions of the structures) during two fieldwork campaigns 
in Herculaneum.

108 See also Monteix 2009 for source criticism. 
109 See Kent 1990 (A) 2-3, for theoretical pondering on the relationship between culture, use of space and 

architecture and how much interaction there is among these elements.
110 Kent 1990 (A), 2.
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(e.g., bedrooms, kitchens and bathrooms in Euro-American houses).111 Kent introduces 
five categories of societies based on their socio-political complexity from hunter-gather-
ers to complex modern societies with 'full time social, political, religious, and economic 
specialists, secular and non-kin control groups as well as a standing military'. In this 
category, economic differentiation between socio-political classes and divisions based on 
cast or gender also occasionally occur and there can even be a rigid division of labour.112 

In addition, as A. Rapoport notes, the built environment is composed of fixed ele-
ments (buildings), semi-fixed (furnishings) and non-fixed (e.g., humans and their activi-
ties) and in research on space it is important to find out the cues which guide behaviour. 
Who does what, where, when and with (or without) whom are the questions one needs to 
ask in approaching the interrelationships of environment and behaviour.113 In addition, 
D. Sanders lists the factors which influence organising domestic space such as climate, 
topography, materials available, technological skills, economic means, function and cul-
tural traditions, which all define the form, decoration and placement of houses and how 
inhabitants and visitors use space.114

Sanders also explains how a built environment is influenced by territoriality, personal 
space, privacy regulations and boundary controls. Of these, especially the level of privacy 
differs from culture to culture, but certain aspects, as, for instance, the restricting of un-
wanted contacts, are universal features. Control produces norms and regulations, and 
privacy offers the opportunity to choose between isolation and social interaction. The 
boundaries can be visible or invisible (psychological, personal space, social, socio-phys-
ical). For detecting these limitations, such data as architectural elements, distribution 
of artefacts and ethnographical comparisons can be used.115 In Sanders' view the more 
modern a society gets, the more it offers opportunities to privacy.116 

Several of the aspects of complex societies are easily recognisable in the Roman world 
and reflected in architecture and space use. The urban Roman upper-class domus feature 
elaborate layouts with a large number of spaces. The diversity of spaces is even reflected 
in language, i.e., the spaces in the Roman house were terminologically differentiated. 
In addition, climate influenced Roman architecture and the furnishings of the spaces, 
including sleeping areas. In my opinion, where the relationship between cultural conven-
tions, space use and architecture is concerned —as is the case in all other such complex 

111 Kent 1990 (A), 6, Kent 1990 (B), 128.
112 Kent 1990 (B), 127-8, 130-49.
113 Rapoport 1990, 9, 13-5.
114 Sanders 1990, 43-4.
115 Sanders 1990, 49-51, 53.
116 Sanders 1990, 50.
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issues— no one single and dominant determinant can be found, but they are formed in 
constant interaction, reciprocally influencing each other. 

The Roman domus was the economic and, primarily, the social centre of its owner —a 
place of business and self-display— and open to outsiders to a certain extent, and its role 
in the interface of public and private has been widely debated. How and where the public 
functions, such as salutatio, the ritualised morning greeting, took place and how were the 
more intimate activities (usually conceived as achievable within the walls of the private 
family house)117 interlocked into the use of space? 

In the discourse on the public and private in the Roman domestic space, many of the 
recent studies emphasise how privacy is a culturally specific concept and the ancient Ro-
mans had a very different view of privacy, very much in contrast to the modern percep-
tion.118 Remarkably, even though in the hierarchy of the domus, the cubiculum has been 
seen as more private than, e.g., the dining room (triclinium) which in turn is considered 
more private than the reception areas atrium and tablinum,119 cubiculum is regarded as 
a space often lacking the private and intimate nature often attributed to a bedroom.120 
Many scholars seem to attribute this low level of privacy to cubicula since they appear 
among the reception areas where servants were also assiduously present.121 

K. Dunbabin, who defines privacy as safety and seclusion from outsiders, questions 
whether the modern psychological concept of privacy can be detected in the Roman 
domestic context, since the Roman house served so many public functions.122 Accord-
ing to Wallace-Hadrill the visual transparency of Roman private houses (manifested in 
the fauces-atrium-tablinum axis) revealed the absence of privacy, which could not be 
achieved even in the bedrooms. He states that Romans did not even desire privacy when 
performing such activities as bathing and defecating — which we in our modern view 
might consider better concealed.123 Clarke adds to this view, stating that the ancient Ro-
mans had no parallel conception of our modern, twentieth-century idea of privacy and 
 

117 Cf. Rössler 2005, 3, see also Bourdieu 1977, 122 (associations between 'behind' with 'female' and 'inside' 
as well as 'private, hidden and secret').

118 E.g., Grahame 1997, 138.
119 Especially formulated by Wallace-Hadrill 1994, 17.
120 For bedrooms as secluded, inactive back-region areas, see, e.g., Goffman 1956, 73-5, 87, cf. Elias 1994,134-

5.
121 Wallace-Hadrill 1988, 59 (note 44), 78, 81, 86-7 (note 130), 92-3, Wallace-Hadrill 1994, 44, Clarke 1991, 

13, Dunbabin 1994, 171, Zaccaria Ruggiu 1995, 397-409, Nevett 1997, 290-1; Leach 1997, 68-70.
122 Dunbabin 1994, 165-6, cf. Anguissola 2012, 31.
123 Wallace-Hadrill 1988, 81-2. See also Leach 1997, 69.
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even that this kind of perception was 'simply alien to [Roman] mentality.'124 A. Zaccaria 
Ruggiu follows these propositions, affirming that there was no clear division between 
public and private, even though she considers the cubiculum as a place of refuge.125 On 
the other hand, M. George draws attention to personal privacy gained through internal 
boundaries in the houses.126 The intimacy of cubicula is also discussed by Carucci. She 
acknowledges the need for withdrawal and secrecy among Romans, yet in her interpreta-
tion of how Romans experienced domestic privacy, she tends to emphasise the visibility 
of the houses and the Roman need for publicity, considering cubicula among the highly 
public spaces within the Roman house, and to downplay the need for privacy among the 
Roman elite culture.127

However, a certain level of privacy, in the context of cubicula, is reintroduced in the 
studies of Riggsby and Anguissola. Riggsby sees the cubiculum as a space meant for pri-
vate and even secret activities.128 Anguissola places cubiculum in pivotal position between 
public and private, or as she prefers, between social and intimate, and also draws atten-
tion to the secret nature of the room as a place for rest and withdrawal.129 Nonetheless, 
the work of Riggsby, has been used as proof of the public nature of cubicula in some later 
approaches, especially by Dossey who considers cubicula as strikingly open spaces.130 

While it is true that the Roman concept of privacy was different from the modern 
idea, it does not lead to the conclusion that it was either the complete opposite or totally 
absent. As I argue in my Article B, privacy, rather than being a static concept, is a product 
of personal experience influenced by the varying relationships between people in dif-
ferent circumstances. Privacy is gained through negotiation, which is, in turn, affected 
by personal preferences and the opportunities offered by status, class or wealth.131 To 
me, the most remarkable difference between antiquity and the modern Western world is 
that today privacy is seen a universal human right, even protected by the The Universal 
 
 

124 Clarke 1998, 163.
125 Zaccaria Ruggiu 1995, 405-7.
126 George 1997 (B), 317-8.
127 Carucci 2012 (A), 13, Carucci 2012 (B), 48, 58-9, Carucci 2012 (C), 167, 175-6, 183-5.
128 Riggsby 1997, 44.
129 Anguissola 2010, 35, 62-5. 
130 Dossey 2012, 181.
131 Article B, 15.
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Declaration  of Human Rights132 and the right to privacy is well-defined by philosophers 
and social and legal historians.133 

In addition, even though the ancient societies lacked such exact conceptualisation, 
it does not mean that no concepts of privacy whatsoever were known to Romans. The 
English word private derives from Latin's privatus, which can be translated to 'be bereft of 
something' or 'being apart from the state'.134 There are also, however, other terms for 'per-
sonal' or 'one's own' in the Latin language. In addition to privatus the associated terms in 
question are domesticus, peculiaris, proprius, singularis, and the even Greek ἴδιος, which 
appears in some works by Roman authors. In addition, such terms for secret/secrecy as 
arcanus and secretus bring to light the Roman need for privacy and seclusion and how 
this need was met. As far as I am aware, no comprehensive philological studies of the 
use of these terms has been done and therefore a scrutiny of these terms in the original 
sources in order to understand how Romans perceived privacy/private would merit fur-
ther research. 

In this study, the focus is mainly on the theme of local privacy, which, as B. Rössler 
defines it, is the 'right to protection against the admission of other people to spaces or ar-
eas'.135 The key question is how privacy and its close counterparts, intimacy and secrecy, 
were perceived in the domestic sphere in the context of sleeping. Further questions are 
how relations among the inhabitants of the Roman houses as well as the visitors to it were 
formed, who was entitled to privacy among the members of Roman familia, if any, and 
was there even a need for privacy, which is here understood as the sense of being able to 
withdraw, by one's own choice, from social situations and to be left undisturbed?

As I show in this study, a certain sense of privacy is present in the Roman material and 
manifests itself in the sleeping arrangements, which provided opportunities for obtaining 
seclusion, peace and quiet. These features were appreciated and sought after by the elite 
members of Roman society. However, the chances for withdrawal were somewhat limited 
and particularly restricted by social hierarchy. 

In addition, a particular consensus on the multifunctional nature of Roman houses 
seems to predominate in the recent scholarship. According to this view, Roman domestic 

132 United Nation, General Assembly resolution 217 A 1948: The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, § 
12.

133 Warren and Brandeis 1890. See also Whitman 2004, 1202-10, revisiting Warren and Brandeis and the 
problems of the reconciliation of the continental European concept of privacy and the American legal 
system. See also Max-Neef 1991, in whose taxonomy privacy belongs among the fundamental human 
needs. Cf. Grahame 1997, 142 (n. 21).

134 See Lewis and Short 1879, sv. privo: I.  'To bereave, deprive'; II.  'To free, release, deliver,' II, B, privatus 
'Apart from the State, peculiar to one's self, of or belonging to an individual, private', etc. (Cf., e.g., Arendt 
1958, 22-78 for treatment of the realms of the public and the private.)

135 Rössler 2005, 5, 9, 142-3.
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spaces were multipurpose, without clear function-based divisions. Moreover, the theo-
retical outline on Roman sleeping maintains that private, individual, segregated and per-
manent spaces for sleeping did not pertain to the Roman sleeping culture, but sleeping 
could take place wherever one felt like it and beds and bedding were moved around the 
house.136 However, as I show below, an alternative interpretation, (which also includes the 
theories on universal elements of how to enhance the emotional security of the sleeper, 
introduced by Steger),137 of the evidence is possible. I show that even Romans may have 
had permanent and individual spaces for sleeping, though the evidence is insufficient 
to answer conclusively whether the closed bedrooms can be considered such personal 
spaces where one can have control over the arrangement of the interior, as described by 
Rössler.138 The privacy and permanence of Roman bedrooms is covered chiefly in the 
section 'The boundaries of sleeping' below. 

RESULTS

Introduction to articles

The results presented in the recapitulation are based on findings published in following 
four articles. 

A: 'Cubicula diurna, nocturna - Revisiting Roman cubicula and Sleeping Arrange-
ments' in Arctos 43 (2009) 85-107.

B: 'A Bedroom of One´s Own' in Privata Luxuria: Towards an Archaeology of Inti-
macy. Pompeii and Beyond, ed. A. Anguissola, München 2012, 15-29. 

C:  'Sleeping arrangements in the Houses of Herculaneum' in Public and Private in the 
Roman House and Society, eds. K. Tuori and L. Nissin, Portsmouth 2015, 101-18.

D:  'Sleeping Culture in Roman Literary Sources’ in Arctos 49 (2015) 95-133.

The Article A is founded mainly on the evidence of cubicula. The earlier studies on the 
subject, as well as the uses and users of the space, are treated in the article. My aim is 
also to show that certain ideas on the use of this particular room, especially reception, 
are not as straightforward as has been presented in earlier scholarship. A quick look is 
also taken of sleeping arrangements in a couple of Pompeian houses (based on earlier 

136 Outlined especially in Allison 2004, 167. See also Nevett 1997, 290-1 and 297 and Nevett 2010, 97-118, 
Leach 1997, 59, Riggsby 1997, 40, and other scholars touching on the subject: Leach 2004, 50, Dickmann 
2010, 71, Veyne 1987, 73.

137 Steger 2004, 415.
138 Rössler 2005,143, cf. Nevett 1997, 297.
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research on these houses, in Allison 2004 and Ling and Allison 2007). The first article 
also serves as the basis for further hypotheses. In the following articles, the evidence is 
extended from the study of just one term, cubiculum, to more general texts on sleeping. 
Article B is based on a paper presented in conference which concentrated on privacy is-
sues of Roman housing. In this article, I focus mainly on the aspects of co-sleeping in the 
Roman world. In addition, in Article B, I introduce the key components of sleeping ar-
rangements in anthropological research, as presented by Worthman and Melby and how 
these factors can be detected in the Roman context. Archaeological material is presented 
in Article C, where the findings from 27 houses in Herculaneum are studied; the aim is to 
identify the bedrooms in the houses and to clarify the privacy issues related to the sleep-
ing areas. Article D is the largest entity and is based solely on literary material. It seeks to 
answer the questions where, with whom, when and how Romans slept. The hypotheses 
presented in Article A, based mostly on the literature on cubicula are tested in Article 
D using wider net of evidence on sleeping. Several of the findings which were already 
present in the first article can be found repeated in the texts on a more general level, thus 
consolidating many of the original propositions.

The recapitulation of results is formulated thematically (where, with whom, when and 
how Romans slept and the boundaries of sleep) so that in each case the results of literary 
evidence are summarised first and then the archaeological material used for dealing with 
the same questions is presented. The references to original sources which are available in 
Articles A-D are not duplicated in the summary (unless they are referred to in the text).

I have decided to use the fairly general terms 'Roman house/housing or domus' in this 
discussion, but it must be remembered that while the scope of my literary sources cov-
ers wide temporal dimensions and the geographical scope consists of Roman Italy and 
extends occasionally even outside it, the archaeological material comes from one single 
Campanian town (reflecting local Italic, Greek and possibly even Etruscan influence in 
the urban structure and housing). 

Indeed, one of the major questions in Pompeian studies is to what extent we can use 
the material from the small, local Campanian towns as evidence for Roman world and 
Roman social institutions. It has been debated, for example, whether such important 
institutions as salutatio took place outside the city of Rome.139 On the other hand, E. Dw-
yer discusses how the atrium house with its social functions was a still 'fully functioning 
institution' in Pompeii during the time of the eruption of A.D. 79, and Wallace-Hadrill 
brings up the close contacts between the metropolitan Roman elite and members of local 
Campanian upper-class.140 

139 See, e.g., Goldbeck 2010, 22-3, see also 120. 
140 Dwyer 1991, 25, 29, Wallace-Hadrill 1994, 15. See also below, the section 'The surroundings of sleep' for 

the reality of urban planning.
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I am inclined to believe that among the elite of these provincial towns there was a 
certain desire to keep up with the elite culture of the capital city, which is reflected, for 
example, in the layout of atrium houses. However, the town planning and architecture 
were restricted and influenced by local customs, means and topography, and therefore 
the results from the archaeological evidence from Campania should not be too lightly 
generalised to the whole Roman world. And indeed, wide-ranging generalisations should 
not be made even with the literary evidence, which is chiefly focused on Roman Italy.

Where Romans slept

Bedroom

The previous research on Roman sleeping has predominantly concentrated on studying 
cubiculum and thus the range of uses of cubiculum in Latin literature, its role and func-
tions as a part of Roman house as well as its users are well known. The word cubiculum 
implies resting, and resting is indeed the main function of this particular room. In ad-
dition to sleeping, other actions befitting a sleeping area, such as sex and convalescence 
as well as literary activities, are also associated with the room. In addition, certain other 
activities, such as dining and storage can be connected with cubicula — yet fairly rarely.141 
Furthermore, as Riggsby points out, descriptions of murders and suicides committed 
inside cubicula are ubiquitous in literature.142 According to Riggsby's interpretation of 
the literary evidence, cubicula do not have a single clear-cut function and none of the 
activities associated with cubicula is enough to define the space alone.143 In my opinion, 
though, it is quite clear, that activities which need a bed form the core of the function of 
cubicula: references to rest and sex by far outnumber any of the other activities associ-
ated with this room, and beds are a common feature in the passages on cubicula. Sleeping 
and resting as well as sexual encounters are often the backdrop when a scene in literature 
takes place in a cubiculum. The use of the bed is also essential while receiving guests, 
particularly if the host is confined to bed due to illness. Beds also served for seating and 
as a place for reading and writing.144

Some researchers have argued that cubicula belonged among the reception areas of the 
Roman domus.145 Riggsby contents himself with stating that modern writers have con-

141 Riggsby 1997, 37-40, Anguissola 2010, 39-42, Leach 1997, 69-71, Article A, 87-9, Article D, 98.
142 Riggsby 1997, 39.
143 Riggsby 1997, 42.
144 Article A, 97, Article D, 98.
145 E.g., Wallace-Hadrill 1988, 59 and Wallace-Hadrill 1994, 44, Zaccaria Ruggiu 1995, 404.
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firmed that the cubiculum was a place used for reception.146 However, I believe that the 
evidence for bedrooms being used as place for reception is slightly ambiguous and needs 
further examination. There are certain fairly clear references to reception and the cu-
biculum is especially mentioned as a place for private negotiations and receiving friends. 
Nevertheless, some sources seem to provide a different connotation: only a morally dubi-
ous man would receive guests in his bedchamber. According to my interpretation of the 
evidence, an ordinary cubiculum was —rather than being an open place for reception— a 
private office for working and conducting literary activities. When a cubiculum was used 
as a place for reception, it often depended on certain special circumstances, such as the 
illness of the host, as stated above. Visiting a bedridden colleague or friend is a common 
theme in texts; in a society with underdeveloped means of medical care, the bodily im-
pediments must have been rather common and they could not be allowed to get in the 
way of social duties. Another reason for using a bedroom for receiving guests was the 
need for absolute secrecy.147

In addition, the use of domestic space is reflected in the Latin language and the differ-
ent spaces of a Roman house are linguistically differentiated and there is a clear distinc-
tion between a cubiculum and other spaces in the Roman house. A cubiculum is often 
connected with other room types, chiefly to those of feasting, and in certain cases, people 
did fall asleep on dining couches. Nevertheless, the distinction between cubicula and tri-
clinia is clear, and dining rooms were not primarily designated for sleeping.148 Therefore 
I conclude that a cubiculum was a separate, even a private bedroom of the (elite) domus.

In addition to cubiculum, some other words were used —often in connection with 
or as synonyms for cubiculum— for a bedchamber. The Greek derived thalamus was a 
choice of word for poets who found it difficult to fit cubiculum into the metre, other 
words were conclave and cella. In comparison with cubiculum, thalamus is the closest 
synonym.149 Conclave is used more generally for a room that has many uses, including 
resting. These terms are clearly different; cubiculum implies activity (reclining), conclave 
refers to the structure (closed with a key).150 Conclave could be, for example, as a make-
shift bedroom, a bedroom in a roadhouse as well as a sickroom. Cubiculum was the bed-

146 Riggsby 1997, 41.
147 Article A, 89-90, Article D, 98-9, 116-7, 128. For the question whether cubicula were used during 

morning salutatio, see also Goldbeck 2010, 143-4, see also Badel 2007, 147 on the place for audiences in 
Roman houses.

148 Article D, 99. Cf. Kent 1990 (B) for the theoretical background. See Riggsby 1997, 37 for connecting 
dining rooms and cubicula and Zaccaria Ruggiu 2001 for a hypothesis on the close connection between 
cubicula and triclinia in archaeological material.

149 Article D, 100 (Lewis and Short 1879, s.v. thalamus).
150 Cf. Leach 1997, 59, 65-8, Article A, 88.
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room of the (elite) domus,151 but a room used in another kind of dwelling or temporarily 
for resting, was referred to using the more general term, conclave. Cella differs from cu-
biculum, thalamus (and conclave) in the regard of the user of the rooms: it was the term 
for the sleeping area of slaves and the poor.152

Sleeping outside and on the ground was not an uncommon feature in the Latin sourc-
es, e.g., in passages which yearn for the modest living of admirable ancestors or are set 
in military context. The Roman attitude towards sleeping outside differed, depending on 
the context. Sleeping under the stars was either considered boorish (or even bestial) if 
done by outsiders to the Roman world or praiseworthy, if the habit revealed the manners 
of ideal and virtuous Romans. A person taking a nap in public was probably a common 
sight, yet a person snoozing at a public occasion was liable to ridicule.153

Location of bedrooms in houses

Latin literature does not answer explicitly the question of where in the domus bedrooms 
were situated. The typical location of a cubiculum seems to have been in the front part 
of the house and if a bedroom was situated in the inner parts of the domus or on upper 
floors it needed an additional attribute such as interius or superius.154 The references lo-
cating the bedroom upstairs are, however, somewhat unclear.155

In addition to elite town houses (domus), bedrooms (cubicula) could also be found in 
villae, the large country houses156 or in private suburban gardens (horti). For instance, 
Cato and Columella mention cubicula located in farm houses and Pliny and other wealthy 
villa-owners describe the bedrooms in their villas. The discussion in Cicero's De Repub-
lica is located in Scipio's horti.157 Cubicula are also featured in imperial buildings, both in 
Palatium and in countryside villas.158

151 Riggsby 1997, 37, 43.
152 Article D, 100.
153 Article B, 13, Article D, 100-1, 116.
154 See discussion in Anguissola 2007, 154-5 and Anguissola 2010, 44-5, see also Article A, 95. (However, 

one of these cases, namely Phaedr. 3,10,21: 'deinde noctu subito ianuam intrauit, recta cubiculum interius 
petens' the term interius, which has been accepted by Brenot 1969, 43, has been replaced with uxoris by 
some editors, e.g., by Guaglianone 1969, 44).

155 Anguissola 2007, 154-5, Anguissola 2010, 45, see also Article A, 95-6, Article B, 12.
156 For a definition of villa, see, e.g., Viitanen 2010, 3-6.
157 Cic. rep. 1,14-8.
158 E.g., Plin. paneg. 83, Aur. Fronto p.85 v.d.H, p. 234 v.d.H, Suet. Dom. 15,2, Hist. Aug. Pius 12,5, Hist. Aug. 

Heliog. 13 and 14. Cubiculum appears sometimes, yet fairly rarely in a non-elite context (e.g., Apul. met. 
passim, Dig. 9,3,5,2).
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In the archaeological research literature, the spaces of a typical Roman/Campanian 
atrium house are traditionally labelled with conventional Latin names found in literature. 
Cubicula have been identified in certain places inside the so-called atrium house, typi-
cally around the front hall (atrium), especially flanking the entrance corridor (fauces), or 
the peristyle.159 Valid criticism against this kind of labelling has been presented in recent 
studies, highlighting the fact that the labels do not tell us how the inhabitants actually 
used these particular rooms.160 While I do not think that the labels should be completely 
rejected —since it is possible to create a structural typology for rooms in Campanian 
atrium houses and the Latin nomenclature is a handy tool for researchers— it is, though, 
important to keep in mind that the Latin labels need to be used very cautiously when 
describing the archaeological material. 

Besides location, identification of rooms in an archaeological context is traditionally 
based on the architectonic elements, in the case of so-called cubicula on recesses in the 
walls and decorative elements, such as mosaic patterns on the floor, showing the place for 
the bed.161 However, identifying a bedroom by using only structure and decoration has 
not proved to be reliable enough and therefore I have chosen the material evidence (i.e., 
bed remains) as the defining criterion for a bedroom in Herculaneum. 

Herculaneum, where organic material (including beds and couches) has survived car-
bonised, provides a unique opportunity to examine the sleeping arrangements in the 
private houses, focusing on the last phase of occupation in A.D. 79. The unparalleled 
level of preservation of the organic material was the reason I chose Herculaneum and 
not Pompeii as the final object of the study. The couple of Pompeian houses surveyed in 
the Article A,162 were used mainly as preliminary methodological case-studies testing the 
feasibility of Pompeian material for my purposes and to formulate hypotheses for further 
studies, and thus are not treated closer in this recapitulation of the results. Neverthe-
less, it is important to note that even in Herculaneum, there are certain problems with 
studying the finds, which have survived only to a certain extent. Originally, there must 
have been much more furniture, which was destroyed partly in the A.D. 79 eruption and 

159 See, e.g., Mau 1900, Elia 1932 and discussion above in section 'Bedrooms in the archaeological evidence'.
160 Especially Allison 2004, also, e.g., Leach 1997, Nevett 1997, 283-4, Berry 1997 (A). See also Article A, 

96. For discussion of peristylium/peristylum, see, Kawamoto 2015, especially Chapter 2. See also Simelius 
2015 for discussion of the uses of peristyles. I have decided to use the English term peristyle in this study, 
for the sake of convenience, cf. OED Online, Oxford University Press, September 2016. Web. 5 October 
2016, s.v. peristyle, n., A,1: ‘A colonnade or row of columns surrounding a temple, court, cloister, etc.; the 
court or space surrounded by such a row of columns’.

161 Mau 1900, 245, Elia 1932, 394-9; also, e.g., Zaccaria Ruggiu 1995, 397-8, van Binnebeke 1991, 141, 
Riggsby 1997, 40, 42. See also discussion of identification of bedrooms in two Pompeian houses (based 
on the re-documentation by Ling and Allison 2007) in Article A, 101-3.

162 Article A, 101-3 discussion of two Pompeian houses, based on the re-documentation by Ling and Allison 
2007. 
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partly during the excavation processes.163 Therefore, it would be beneficial to further test 
the conclusions presented in Article C with a larger sample for confirmation, and even 
though Pompeian evidence differs in some aspects from that of Herculaneum, it might 
prove viable for further inquiries.

Beds and bed fragments with known provenance have been recorded in 27 Hercula-
neum houses, in more than 40 different spaces.164 The surviving beds for adults in Her-
culaneum are mid-sized and no 'king-sized' beds have been recorded;165 two beds for 
children have also been found, but no traces of separate pallets or mats have survived.166 
The problem of identifying a room as a bedroom by relying only on the appearance of the 
room became evident, particularly in such cases where a room which was identified in 
earlier studies as a cubiculum cannot be confirmed as bedroom; for instance, in one case 
an alleged cubiculum was actually a storage room. In Herculaneum, there are relatively 
few instances where a bed was found in a ground floor room furnished with a recess 
(Room 3 in Casa dell'Ara laterizia III 17, another possible such combination is Room H 
in Casa del Telaio V 3-4).167 There seems thus to be variation in structural modifications 
for locating the bed in the bedrooms: apart from the possible recesses, a platform ac-
commodating a bed was also found. In several instances, however, no such structures are 
present at all. Therefore the architectural form of the room by itself is not a reliable means 
of identifying a room as a bedroom.168 

According to earlier scholarship, a typically located bedroom, especially in the earlier 
period Campanian houses lined the entrance corridor.169 However, such bedrooms seem 
rare in Herculaneum. There is one certain case of a bed found in such a small, closed 
room (Casa del Sacello in Legno, Room 2), with window opening to the street and door 
to atrium, and another one similar in type in one of the houses in my sample (Casa del 
Tramezzo di Legno, Room 2), yet lacking evidence of bed. The identification of third 

163 Article C, 101. Cf. also Mols 1999, 222-7 and 262-3 for other furniture finds. However, Herculaneum 
was probably spared from the post-eruption looting unlike Pompeii and seems to have been more or less 
lived in before the final catastrophe (Article C 105, for the situation in Pompeii, see Berry 1997 (B), 103-
5, Berry 2007, 292-4 and Allison 2004, 15-26).

164 The definitive number varies depending on the interpretation of the finds. For instance, it is not certain 
whether there was a bed in Casa a Graticcio, III 13-15, UF Room 1 or whether the find in Casa a Graticcio, 
III 13-15 GF Room 7 is actually a bed etc. 

165 Mols 1999, 37-8: the sizes of surviving beds vary from 204 to 222 cm x 106 to 125 cm. Cf. king-size: 'of an 
extra large size' in OED Online. Oxford University Press, September 2015. Web. 17 November 2015, s.v. 
king, n.

166 Article C, 102-3.
167 Article C, 117, n. 68.
168 Article C, 117-8.
169 Elia 1932, 399.
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one (Casa Sannitica, Room 2) is unsure. No beds have been found in typological tablina 
or so-called alae in Herculaneum.170 In some of the houses, beds were found in rooms 
which could be interpreted as dining rooms rather than as bedrooms. The criterion for 
distinguishing the possible dining rooms are either the finds (multiple bed remains) and/
or the accessibility (more than one opening or large openings with view of a nymphaeum) 
and large size. While the literary evidence reveals that dining rooms were not designed 
for sleeping, the reality in Campanian towns might have been different and we cannot 
fully rule out the possibility that these rooms were also used for sleeping. In the smaller 
apartments, such as Casa a Graticcio (III 13-15), it seems that a bed was a truly multi-
functional object, which might have served for both sleeping and dining. In addition, one 
might speculate that in the mid-sized atrium houses, such as Casa del Mobilio Carbon-
izzato (V 5), the line between separate bedroom(s) and dining room(s) might not have 
been very distinct. However, this cannot be confirmed with certainty.

While it is true, that a larger sample of houses might be needed to confirm the conclu-
sions, and that the identification of rooms in the archaeological material is challenging, 
I believe that certain observations on the nature of bedrooms can be made using the 
Herculaneum material. The combination of material evidence (beds) and accessibility 
(openings of the room and so-called depth value) and the room type (static/dynamic) re-
veal particular characteristics of the Herculaneum bedrooms. There seems to have been 
a tendency to locate the beds in certain types of spaces, especially in the small, closed, 
static rooms off the atrium, i.e., in the so-called/typological cubicula or further away from 
the main entrance, yet not very far away from the main circulation area. Beds were also 
located in upper floor rooms, which were often well-furnished and decorated.171Among 
the archaeological material in Herculaneum there are a few instances where assemblages 
of finds, including a bed and chest with wax tablets, could suggest that a bedroom was 
also used as a study.172

In addition, to further investigate the identification of the rooms and their use and us-
ers, epigraphical material, particularly graffiti, could be of help. Studies have shown that 
inside Pompeian houses there is an apparent pattern of distribution of graffiti, which are 
clustered mainly in central, open areas such as the entrance corridors and peristyles, and 
there are clearly fewer graffiti in the typological cubicula.173 Sometimes certain individu-
als can be identified as the writer of the graffito, but the authorship of the graffiti often 

170 Article C, 110, 112. For the use and functions of so-called alae, see Cova 2013. This situation differs if 
the evidence drawn from Herculaneum is compared to that of Pompeii. For instance, the survey of finds 
from Pompeii by Allison 2004, 82 reveals, that beds have been found there in the so-called tablina, unlike 
Herculaneum. 

171 Article C, 110, 114-5, 117-8.
172 Article C, 116-7.
173 Lohman 2015, 72, fig. 2, Benefiel 2016, 98.
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remains difficult to prove, and making straightforward assumptions of the ownership or 
users of the spaces based on personal names written on the walls is an unreliable meth-
od.174 Nonetheless, a large-scale analysis of the nature of the epigraphical material —in-
cluding both context and content— could shed light on how the spaces were used on a 
more general level. As follow-up research, an analysis of epigraphical material in Pompeii 
might thus prove fruitful for better understanding the use of domestic space and varia-
tion between different spaces inside houses. However, the epigraphical material from the 
bedrooms of Herculaneum is too restricted for this kind of study.175

Beds and bedding

The defining piece of furniture of a bedroom is obviously the bed. Ancient beds have 
been studied very extensively, the typology, construction techniques and materials are 
well known from previous research.176 The Roman paraphernalia for sleeping and re-
clining was very elaborate and versatile, which becomes clear in the Latin texts as well; 
the range is from the humble camp bed (grabatus) to the most luxurious furnishings for 
both reclining during dinner and for sleeping, and in general there were various types 
of household furniture for various purposes in Roman houses. However, there are no 
indications that bunk beds were known.177 This obviously challenges the proposition by 
Ekirch, who suggests that European beds developed from pallets and mats over time 
from 15th to 17th centuries.178 There is a possibility that the use of real beds was discontin-
ued in the change from Antiquity to the Middle Ages, yet to find out whether this was the 
case would need a separate study.

The Roman bed was called by many names: lectus, lectulus, cubile, grabatus (and its 
variants) as well as torus. These terms can be used as synonyms, but with some variation: 
lectus (and the diminutive lectulus), grabatus and torus refer mainly to concrete objects, 
but cubile can also denote more generally a place of rest. The Roman bed was a multi-
functional piece of furniture; a place for sleeping, making love, ailing, dining as well as 
pursuing literary activities.179 In addition, beds carried certain connotations, in litera-
ture the bed could also be used metaphorically to symbolise partnership (yet the humble 

174 See more in Castrén 1975, 32, Mouritsen 1988, 17, Allison 2001 and Benefiel 2016, 102-4.
175 Among the very few inscriptions (possibly) from the bedrooms of my sample are graffiti CIL IV, 10499-

503, from Casa a Graticcio, III 13-15 (not included in the Article C).
176 See, Ransom 1905 as well as Mols 1999 and De Carolis 2007. (See also Andrianou 2009, 31-3.) 
177 Article D, 101, cf. bed and identity, Aubert and White 1959 (II), 14.
178 Ekirch 2005, 274.
179 Article D, 101-2.
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grabatus  does not seem to have been used in this sense). Beds were connected with peace 
and quiet and even secrecy.180 

Even people of limited means owned and used real beds and bedding. Even though 
the grabatus was a humble object, it did have legs and a frame and was not as easily 
portable as, for example, a pallet would be. References to using only mats and pallets for 
sleeping are somewhat rare in Roman literature. It is, however, likely that mats were used 
chiefly by slaves, but that has not been noted by upper-class writers. Moreover, climate 
seems to have played a part here, the humid Italian winters require beds to be raised from 
the ground and this might explain why such references to using pallets for sleeping as the 
well-known biblical reference 'Rise, take up your pallet and walk'181 are not common in 
the literature from Roman Italy.182 

Comfortable and even luxurious bedding was favoured, even though the moralists 
held the desire for luxury in contempt and endorsed austerity. Other pieces of furniture 
which could be found in Roman bedrooms were seats, lamps, containers, chamber pots 
and possibly footstools, as well as tables and tableware183 and other such fairly generic 
objects which themselves cannot be used to identify a bedroom.

The surroundings of sleep

One of the research questions is how sleeping is affected by the environment and how 
such factors as temperature, lighting and sounds influence one's sleep and how these 
aspects are taken into consideration in arranging sleeping areas.184 

Literary evidence reveals that Roman sleeping areas were designed to be dark and in 
literature, cubicula are often described as dim. Such attributes as caecum (blind) and opa-
cum and obscurum (shady) are used in defining a cubiculum. Nevertheless, light is neces-
sary even in bedrooms. Romans paid heed to the orientation of rooms in order to ensure 
the best possibilities for the illumination of different spaces, and authors advise locating 
cubicula to the side of the house which received sunlight in the morning and organising 
the spaces according to the different seasons. Ideal cubicula would have thus a different 
orientation than, for example, summer triclinia. A seasonal change of bedrooms was not 
unknown to Romans.185 

180 Article D, 101-2.
181 John 5:8 (Vulg. Ioh. 5,8: Surge, tolle grabattum tuum et ambula). 
182 Article D, 101-2.
183 Article D, 104.
184 Galinier et al. 2010, 823.
185 Article A, 99-100, Article C, 108, Article D, 105-6; (see also Ash 1960, 66-7 for interpretation of Colum. 

1,6,1).
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Light might also enter through a window with open or cracked shutters, which are 
indeed mentioned in the context of bedrooms. The mentions of windows in villas or 
upstairs bedrooms could reflect reality well: town houses were usually surrounded by 
neighbouring houses, so the placement of windows could have been problematic on 
ground floors (or in many cases even the upper floors), unless they were facing the streets 
or inner courts.186 

Otherwise, light was brought into the bedroom when necessary, with portable lamps, 
which are mentioned fairly frequently in connection with sleeping areas. The range of 
different types of lights used in the Roman world varies from lamps to torches and even 
wax and tallow candles were used for illumination. Bringing light into a dark room is a 
recurring theme in literature, particularly suitable for creating suspense rising from the 
interplay of light and dark: errors made in the dark are revealed when light is brought 
in.187

In addition to dark, sleeping areas were meant to be quiet and at least the elite mem-
bers of society could demand and seek silence in their bedrooms. A cubiculum is often 
described as a peaceful space in contrast to the busy and noisy public life. Disturbing the 
sleeping dominus could lead to consequences. Even though for some people the chosen 
sleeping areas provided peace and quiet, disturbance was not always avoidable.188 

Heating the bedrooms was also taken into consideration, especially by wealthy villa 
owners, such as Cicero and Pliny, who explain in detail how the heating systems in their 
villas worked. Bedrooms there could be used in different seasons, and the heating sys-
tems in the villas guaranteed enough warmth even in winter time. However, in some 
cases even the rich and powerful suffered from the cold in their bedrooms. In addition, 
not only cold but also heat troubled sleepers; ways of resolving the problem were, for 
instance, sleeping with the bedroom doors open and fanning.189 In addition, the most 
luxurious bedrooms could be decorated with art works and Riggsby even includes the 
'controlled display of art' as one of the main patterns of association of cubicula.190 How-
ever, some of the literary passages suggest that concealing valuable art in private cham-
bers was actually considered objectionable.191

In Herculaneum, bedroom windows were located towards streets or light wells and 
in certain cases, even facing inside neighbouring houses, possibly attesting to light ser-

186 Article A, 99-100, Article D, 105, cf. Article C, 108.
187 Article D, 105.
188 Article D, 105. See also below in section 'How Romans slept: the meaning of sleep'.
189 Article A, 100, Article D, 105-6.
190 Riggsby 1997, 38.
191 Article D, 104.
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vitudes or joint ownership.192 A room with a window facing the street is obviously liable 
to noise, even though there seems to have been less cart traffic in Herculaneum than in 
Pompeii, judging from the fact that there are fewer ruts on the paving of the streets and 
that some of the streets are actually blind alleys.193 

The literary evidence on orienting houses mainly refers to villae instead of town hous-
es. However, it would seem reasonable to assume that the openings of bedrooms were 
located so that they received sunlight in the morning, i.e., faced eastwards, whenever 
possible even in urban settings. The archaeological material available from Herculaneum 
is not representative enough for exact conclusions on the orientation of the bedrooms 
there. However, it is fairly safe to say that bedrooms had openings in all directions, yet it 
seems that there was a slight preference for locating the openings eastwards.194 Moreover, 
it seems that the location of bedrooms was dictated more by the reality of urban plan-
ning than architectural ideals. It must be also noted, that the street grid in Herculaneum 
does not exactly follow a north to south orientation,195 but is aligned with both Mount 
Vesuvius and the seashore, which also tells us that the natural topography played a part 
in town planning.196 

Small closed rooms in Campanian houses were often quite dark and additional light-
ing may have been provided by lamps. The distribution of lamps, however, found in the 
bedrooms of Herculaneum is fairly uneven and the number of lamps found is surprising-
ly low.197 The reason for this is unclear; people might have taken lamps with them when 
fleeing the city or some of the humble clay lamps might not have caught the attention 
of the early excavators. As a general observation, lamps were very likely used according 
to the varying needs of household and distributed throughout the houses fairly evenly, 
so there are no indications that they can be used as a criterion for the identification of a 
room as a bedroom.198

Inside the houses of Herculaneum, the doors of bedchambers, open in most cases, 
into dynamic spaces,199 such as inner passageways or other service spaces or onto atria. 

192 Cf. Wallace-Hadrill 1994, 199 and Article C, 108.
193 E.g., the access to Decumanus Maximus was closed to wheeled traffic from Cardo IV between insulae V 

and VI and the SW end of Cardo IV was also closed to heavy traffic. See also Hartnett 2011, 138, 148 on 
the barriers causing inconveniences to cart drivers in Herculaneum.

194 Article C, 108-9. There are a little over 30 openings eastwards (NE, SE) and a little over 20 westwards 
(NW, SW). 

195 Article C, 108.
196 Cf. also other guidelines for orienting urban street grids, e.g., Vitr. 1,6, see also Fitchen 1981, 505.
197 Article C, 108.
198 Article A, 100-1.
199 Cf. Clarke 1991, 28, 273: relationships between dynamic/static spaces in Roman housing.
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The number of instances of bedrooms opening to service spaces rather than directly to 
atria, as well as the fact that bedroom doors opening to peristyles are very rare, indicate 
that the system of organising spaces along the fauces-atrium-tablinum axis and around 
the large circulation areas, is more nuanced than one might think only by looking at the 
traditional, schematic layout of the 'typical Campanian house'.200 

In Herculaneum, only few braziers have been found (one of them possibly in con-
nection with a bedroom) and their distribution pattern does not answer the question 
of whether they were used for heating bedchambers.201 Generally, in the context of Ro-
man/Campanian domestic space, keeping rooms heated and ventilated at the same time 
during colder periods was challenging. The stationery installations for heating, such as 
hearths, were not enough to provide warmth for the surrounding rooms, so, apart from 
natural sources of light, heating and lighting relied on portable objects, as shown by H. 
Boman.202 Allison's survey from Pompeii shows that charcoal braziers have been found 
mainly in open areas, such as ambulatories surrounding gardens (i.e. in the peristyle 
area) as well as in the small, closable rooms near the gardens. However, since it is quite 
improbable, that braziers were used in closed rooms, they were most likely stored in 
there.203 

With whom Romans slept

Co-sleeping adults 

One of the main aims of sleep research is to figure out the relationship between solitary 
sleeping and co-sleeping and clarify the ways of co-sleeping: do children and their par-
ents share a bedroom, are partners sleeping together or are others types of solutions, e.g., 
several adults sharing the sleeping area (i.e., communal/group sleep), employed? Modern 
sleep research defines co-sleeping as the sleep of two individuals with a common bed or 

200 Cf. the 'ideal Roman / Pompeian house' in Mau 1910, 228-30 and Overbeck 1875, 216, 219. Cf. also 
discussion in Clarke 1991, 1-19.

201 The find from the Room 3 or from the room above it, in Casa dei Due Atri, VI, 28-29: the GdSN (27 
Nov. 1939) names the find inv. 2017 as 'tripode', made of iron (ferro), the inventory list kept by the La 
Soprintendenza Pompei (available at Ufficio Scavi di Ercolano) classifies the object among 'bracieri' (not 
included in Article C). 

202 Boman 2005, 59, 64-9, 72.
203 Allison 2004, 89, 102, 126, Article A, 100, see also Fitchen 1981 (especially p. 485-8, 497-8), for problems 

of integrating the needs for ventilation and heating/illuminating as well as the perils of using charcoal 
braziers in ill-ventilated areas (risk of carbon monoxide poisoning). See also a recent approach to the use 
of charcoal in domestic contexts in Veal 2012, 26 who suggests that charcoal-fuelled braziers were also 
used for heating bedrooms (see also Veal 2013, 55).
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even bedding, and close contact, and the term refers very often to parent-infant interac-
tion; in some cases the term pair sleep is used in order to specify the relationship between 
sleepers. In some societies communal or group sleeping among adults is also known to 
exist.204 In my study, the term co-sleeping is used to mainly cover the instances where 
two adults or an infant and his/her caretaker share a sleeping area.205  

As observed in anthropological sleep research, sleep in traditional societies is seldom 
solitary, but some variation in the degree of co-sleeping can be attested, from common 
sleeping spots to separate locations in shared areas to separate spaces with little hope 
of peace and quiet.206 Urban Romans, especially members of the upper class, preferred 
peace and quiet and, if possible, tended to choose trusted people to share the sleeping 
area with, reflecting thus the characteristics which are usually attributed to sleepers in 
more modern societies.207 

Roman society was complex with differentiated gender roles, yet the organisation of 
Roman domestic space was not particularly gender-specific.208 In the Roman context, 
co-sleeping was mainly reserved for couples enjoying an emotional connection and/or a 
sexual relationship. Co-sleeping and sharing a bedroom with a spouse or lover was com-
mon in Roman times and the examples in Latin literature are numerous.209 Other types 
of co-sleeping arrangements were also possible, for example, adult family members may 
have shared a bedroom. In addition, the ancient sources show that sometimes the bed is 
shared with a companion dog. 210 However, communal sleeping among upper class fam-
ily members inside a domus does not appear as a common feature in the sources, yet cer-
tain flexibility in sleeping arrangements comes up in special contexts: non-related adults 
sharing sleeping areas during travels and in the military. Religious rituals could also have 
an impact on sleeping: there is some evidence for nocturnal religious services where the 
attendees slept in temples, though on the other hand certain rites needed purity and ab-
stinence and thus required couples to sleep apart.211 

204 Article B, 3, and especially for terminology, see, e.g., Kloesch and Dittami 2008, 93.
205 Article B, 3, see also term 'communal sleep' for more than two adults sharing the sleeping area in Article 

D, 107.
206 Worthman and Melby 2002, 78.
207 Article B, 14, Article D, 104-6.
208 Wallace-Hadrill 1988, 51-2, Wallace-Hadrill 1994, 8, (113), Riggsby 1997, 42. See also Laurence 1994, 

122-32 (and above section 'Social aspects of the Roman house').
209 Article B, 4, Article D, 107-9, Wallace-Hadrill 1994, 113, Anguissola 2010, 43.
210 Article D, 108-9.
211 Article B, 4, Article D, 108-9.
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The Latin verb secubo, which means lying apart, is often used to emphasise the ab-
sence of someone rather than just referring to someone sleeping alone.212 Moreover, even 
though spouses seem to have slept together, there must have been exceptions to this 
practice; for instance, Riggsby and Carcopino suggest that elite couples may have slept 
separately.213 Special circumstances when spouses might have slept separately were, for 
instance, the illness of either of the spouses or possibly the wife's pregnancy.214 Other 
reasons for sleeping apart, as I show in the Article D, included marital problems such as 
finding the partner unattractive. Shared intimacy was not always a pleasure as the stories 
of nocturnal quarrelling reveal.215 These passages remind us how personal preferences 
played their part in arranging sleeping. 

Sharing a bed often reveals an intimate relationship between the users. One special 
literary feature is to use the bed as well as bedroom and sleeping together in general as 
symbols of marriage and fidelity. Latin words which denote lying together or sharing a 
sleeping area, concubinatus (union between man and an unmarried woman of lower sta-
tus) and contubernium (union between slaves) are used as terms for marriage-like unions 
for those who could not enter into matrimonium.216 

Contubernium also refers to friendship and living under the same roof. In military 
context it refers to occupying the same tent in a camp as well as close companionship and 
attendance which often resulted in lifelong relationships. Otherwise, sharing a bedroom 
during travels is known from the texts. However, even in those circumstances, people 
were inclined to choose carefully the person with whom to share the sleeping area, if that 
was possible.217

Sleeping arrangements for servants

The Roman domus were inhabited by large familiae, which included not only the elite 
nuclear family, but the servants, slaves and free(d), as well, and in some cases, relatives 
and other dependants.218 

212 Wallace-Hadrill 1994, 113, Anguissola 2010, 43, Article B, 4, Article D, 109.
213 Riggsby 1997, 46 (n. 51), Carcopino 1939, 196.
214 Wallace-Hadrill 1994, 113, Anguissola 2010, 43, Article B, 4.
215 Article D, 108-9.
216 Article B, 4, Article D, 102.
217 Article B, 4-5, Article D, 108.
218 See more on the structure of familiae in George 1997 (B), 299. In addition, on the social status of wet-

nurses, see Bradley 1986. 
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The evidence for sleeping arrangements among servants is limited, but it seems that 
the heads of Roman households were expected to carefully plan the sleeping arrange-
ments for all members of the familia and the dominus/paterfamilias had the final say in 
the way these arrangements were made. The distribution of sleeping areas seemed thus to 
have depended on the status of the inhabitants.219 

As discussed above, cubiculum was the name of the bedroom used by the slave-own-
ers, while cella could be used for the room assigned to slaves.220 Slaves were allowed 
in cubiculum for service there but dismissed if privacy was needed.221 Veyne alludes to 
slaves sleeping at the door to the master's bedroom, or 'all over the house'.222 The sources 
do confirm that household slaves on duty customarily slept or stayed on guard outside 
(excubiae) the owner's bedroom, within earshot, rather than staying/sleeping inside the 
bedroom, and evidence of slaves sleeping inside the slave-owner's bedroom is meagre.223 
Slaves were expected to behave well and avoid disturbing the peace. Certain passages 
reveal how servants were dismissed for the night. Slaves were also responsible for prepar-
ing the bedroom for the sleepers, and for waking them up and assisting with morning 
routines as well. Unsurprisingly, the opportunities for controlling one's own sleeping ar-
rangements seem to have been minimal for some or fairly many of the household slaves, 
though we can, in my opinion, assume, that the ability of influencing in one's sleeping 
arrangements among slaves was as variable as was the range in the status of the Roman 
slaves.224 The statement made by George, that the sleeping spot of slaves reflected their 
duties seems very probable.225 We know from the literary sources that sleeping condi-
tions for slaves varied, and were sometimes very harsh, markedly for those of the lowest 
status.226  On the other hand, illness might have been a suitable reason for slaves to stay 
in bed, even though evidence for this is insufficient. Also, stereotypical, insouciant slaves 
who sleep despite the fact that their owner stays awake, can be attested in Roman litera-

219 Article B, 6-8, Article D, 109.
220 Article D, 100. For other uses of cella, including rooms in baths, monasteries, prisons as well as storerooms 

etc., see TLL, vol. III, p. 759, lin. 19 - p. 761, lin. 80. Other possible words for communal sleeping or 
sleeping areas of slaves could be dormitorium and paedagogium, which, however, are very rarely used in 
this sense in Latin texts (Plin. nat. 30,51 and Plin. epist. 7,27,13, dormitorius TLL, vol. V 1, p. 2036, lin. 
25 - p. 2036, lin. 51 and paedagogium TLL, vol. X 1, p. 30, lin. 49 - p. 31, lin. 18, see also Article D, 112).

221 Article D, 109.
222 Veyne 1987, 73.
223 Article B, 7, Article D, 109-10 and Dig. 29,5,14.
224 For the different occupations of slaves, see, e.g., Joshel 2010, 130, 168, 183.
225 George 1997 (A), 22. Cf. Article B, 6.
226 Article B, 5-8, see note 18: this seems to have reached to the labouring class as well, at least according to 

Cato's (agr. 13) account of sleeping arrangements in the oil-pressing facilities. Article D, 109-10.
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ture as well. Totally contrasting stories are those which tell of slaves who are killed in the 
house, even in their owner's stead.227 We can also hypothesise that the state of sleep was a 
welcomed refuge from the day's labour for household slaves (as well as for the free lower 
classes).228 In addition, we know from at least one source how slaves who sleep well were 
even favoured by some slave-owners, suggesting that this refuge was actually possible for 
Roman slaves.229

In the archaeological evidence, certain questions concerning the degree of co-sleep-
ing in the Roman/Campanian house remain open. The archaeological material cannot 
answer with certainty questions on the social status of the sleepers. It is challenging to 
identify the sleeping areas of servants in the Herculaneum material. Mats or a similar 
type of separate, portable solutions were very likely used for servants of the households 
in Herculaneum, yet nothing has survived. In addition, we do not know for certain how 
many people might have slept in these beds or bedrooms: for example, it is difficult to 
judge as to whether the beds in Herculaneum were designed for one or more sleepers.230 

We know from the literary sources that slaves on duty slept in front of the owner's 
bedroom. If the Herculaneum slaves slept in beds by the doors of their owners, one would 
expect at least some evidence of this among finds. However, the pattern of placing the 
beds mainly inside certain types of rooms suggest otherwise: the slaves on guard duty ei-
ther slept on mats/mattresses, which have not survived or this practice was not common 
in Herculaneum. The case of two bedrooms in the back of Casa dello Scheletro (III 3, R16 
and R18) might suggest a division of sleeping areas where a member of the elite family 
slept in the well-decorated and well-lit Room 18 while the servant on duty have slept in 
the undecorated, small Room 16 close by.231 However, this remains purely speculative.

The question of arranging the sleeping of slaves in Campanian houses has been dealt 
with in some earlier studies. George shows how difficult it is to detect with certainty sepa-
rate sleeping quarters for slaves in Pompeian houses and that Pompeian slaves probably 
slept where they could.232 J.-A. Dickmann follows the same lines: evidence for distant 
small cells for slaves or slave families is rare, but it is possible that slaves slept in upper 
floors. He also speculates that some slaves sleeping on their mats and would find a differ-

227 Article B, 7, Article D, 111.
228 See discussion in Ekirch 2005, 286-7 on the ‘egalitarian nature’ of sleep, see also below the section ‘The 

boundaries of sleeping' and note 301.
229 Article D, 110.
230 Article C, 118. On the question of whether Campanian beds can be judged as designed as single or 

double beds, see Wallace-Hadrill 1994, 113-4.
231 Article C, 111.
232 George 1997 (A), 18.
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ent sleeping spot every night.233 While it is very probable that slaves slept on mats, mat-
tresses or pallets, and found a sleeping spot wherever possible, the evidence of this is too 
limited for definitive answers. The suggestion that people changed their sleeping place of-
ten is questionable, as I show below in the section on permanence and multifunctionality.

S. R. Joshel and L. Hackworth Petersen revisit this invisibility of slaves in the Roman 
archaeological material, which is often repeated in the research literature. 234 They pro-
pose an approach which sees the 'archaeological record as readable for the material lives 
of slaves'. Drawing from the ideas of M. De Certeau, they suggest a way of 'seeing slaves' 
by distinguishing the strategies and tactics used in Roman social encounters. 'Strategy' 
belongs to the class of slaveholders, while 'tactic' is employed by slaves.. According to this 
idea, command of space use (strategy) is connected to power, but tactics could be used 
by slaves as a means of breaching the system of tight control. Among these tactics, Joshel 
and Hackworth Petersen list actions which the slave-owners repeatedly judged as misbe-
haviour, such as running away, thieving and other such acts. Slaves could also resist the 
strategic arrangement of space by making noise and disturbing the peace.235 If we apply 
this approach to the (literary) evidence for sleeping, it can be noted that while the slave-
holders were in charge of controlling the sleeping arrangements, slaves could seize the 
opportunity to break this system by doing exactly what they were not supposed to do, for 
instance, disrupting the peace and dawdling in their work preparing beds, thus making 
themselves visible not only to their owners but to us as well.

Sleeping arrangements for children

As I discuss in the Article D, in the Roman context, it seems that the best place for child-
birth and where to rear the newborn was decided case by case, and a place was prepared 
in a room in the house which best met the requirements outlined, for example, in medi-
cal instructions for child rearing. Among these recommendations given on how babies 
should sleep we find fairly detailed instructions on the beds, mattresses and other fur-
nishings of the nursery as well as requirements for caretakers.236 There are even views 
which coincide with certain modern instructions: the babies should not sleep in the same 
bed with their caretakers, but in a cot which should be placed alongnside the nurse's bed, 
so that the child is as close to the adult as possible. 237

233 Dickmann 2010, 71.
234 I would like to thank the preliminary examiner Dr. J. Berry for pointing out this approach. 
235 Joshel and Hackworth Petersen 2014, 4-17. See strategy and tactic in De Certeau 1984, xix
236 Article D, 111.
237 Article D, 111. Cf., e.g., American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP, Task Force on Sudden Infant Death 

Syndrome).
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According to Riggsby cubicula cannot be confirmed belonging to children.238 Wal-
lace-Hadrill remarks that specific rooms for children cannot be recognised in the ar-
chaeological material and that age was not a factor which would have shaped Roman 
domestic space.239 Anguissola suggests that infants slept with their parents or with nurses 
or tutors.240 According to what I have been able to deduce from the sources, children 
might have slept in the company of nurses, even though sometimes the mother seems to 
be the primary caretaker of an infant. Babies slept in rocking cradles, which were called 
cunae and (in)cunabula, though wickerwork baskets (bassinets) were also used.241 Incu-
nabula could denote to a specific area for rearing children as well, yet the evidence for 
nurseries is sparse.242

Knowledge of the sleeping habits of older children is even more meagre. In some rare 
instances, the literary passages mention solitary sleep in a cubiculum, co-sleeping among 
siblings or sharing a cubiculum with parents, but we do not know whether the older chil-
dren slept in their own beds/bedrooms or shared with their parents (or tutors or other 
servants) in general. The imperial children might have had their own bedrooms.243

In the archaeological material from Herculaneum, there are two finds attesting to 
sleeping arrangements for children. The first one is a rocking cradle, which seems to 
have been taken along with the adults seeking safety in the space where they eventually 
died. The second is a small bed especially made for a child. Even if this evidence is mea-
gre, these objects seem to provide a hint that children were definitely taken into account 
in sleeping arrangements: babies did not sleep only in static cots or baskets, and elder 
children could have had beds of their own instead of sharing the bed or mattress with 
siblings, nurses or parents.244 

Despite the overall sparseness of the evidence, it seems to me that the elder children 
of affluent families as well as the imperial children may have slept in their own bedcham-
bers. However, this does not lead to the conclusion that Roman houses were markedly 
age-segmented architecturally, but the use of space in the (elite) houses was flexible so 
that the sleeping of infants and children could be arranged case-specifically in the way 
which suited the family best. These findings, in my opinion, point to the idea that chil-
dren were taken into consideration in all areas of life, which coincides well with the ideas 

238 Riggsby 1997, 42.
239 Wallace-Hadrill 1994, 10.
240 Anguissola 2010, 44.
241 Coulon 1994, 47-8.
242 Article D, 111-2.
243 Article D, 112.
244 Article C, 114-5, 117-8.
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in recent research on Roman families, especially that done by B. Rawson, who states that 
children were 'in principle and often in practice, welcome and valued and visible in Ro-
man society.'245

When Romans slept

Waking up to a new day

Our wake and sleep cycle, the so-called circadian rhythm, follows a roughly 24-hour pat-
tern, which is regulated mainly by the variation of light and darkness surrounding us.246 
The greatest change in this cycle was produced by the introduction of electric lighting in 
the 19th century.247 As seen above, the dependence on natural light was a factor in design-
ing Roman houses, but artificial lighting was also used to continue important tasks after 
dark. Roman sleeping was not confined to a single monophasic block, but divided into 
rest periods both in the daytime and at night.248

In Rome, according to certain Latin texts, waking up the household in the morning 
was among the responsibilities of the servants, who themselves were woken by cocker-
els.249 There might have been other solutions for controlling the wake-up, yet our sources 
do not mention them. Apart from servants in private houses, there must have been other 
people in different occupations who had to wake up early or stay up the whole night. 
Nevertheless, in Roman thinking, rising early was thought to have been a trait of only 
noblemen.250 Sleeping late was scorned and late sleepers were openly derided. However, 
there were certain noblemen who admitted that they found early morning rising dis-
pleasing. Regulating time and space use in houses depended on the wishes of the head of 
the household; if he did not want to be disturbed and woken up, he was not. The head of 
the household could also schedule sleeping according to his needs.251 

245 Rawson 2003, 1.
246 On circadian rhythm, see, e.g., Ko and Takahashi 2006.
247 On the impact of electric light on forager communities, see, e.g., de la Iglesia et al. 2015.
248 Article A, 99, Article D, 105, 119. On lighting the Roman house, see Boman 2005, on different sleeping 

cultures (mono/bi/polyphasic), see Steger and Brunt 2003, 16-20.
249 Article D, 113.
250 Dowden 2003, 140-50, see also Article D, 113.
251 Article D, 113-4.
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Morning routines included ablutions and toilette and changing into daytime attire. 
Adults were also known to use the morning for reading and writing whereas children 
seem to have been expected to greet their parents.252 

Wealthy Roman patrons were visited by clients in the morning during salutatio, a 
ritualised morning greeting.253 The importance for sleep research of looking at this tradi-
tion is to find out how this practice shaped the space use in the early mornings. It is not 
explicitly certain whether cubicula were used for salutatio, the evidence hints that is was 
possible if not customary. Salutatio took place in the early morning, even before sunrise, 
and certain writers found the early morning rising a real nuisance. Sometimes the callous 
patrons even tried to avoid the visitations of their most avid clients and made them wait 
a long time while they themselves spent the morning tired and hung-over from yester-
day's feasting. This kind of behaviour was disapproved of by such moralists as Seneca and 
Cicero.254

Daytime resting was habitual for the Romans, as one might expect in a biphasic (si-
esta) culture.255 The habit of daytime napping in ancient times has been questioned by 
Wiedemann who discusses whether people actually slept or not during siesta.256 How-
ever, even if people did not always sleep during the siesta, it does not speak against the si-
esta culture as having a midday resting period, which is clearly attested in Latin literature. 
In addition to resting, literary activities and conversations, or even sexual encounters 
could take place during the siesta. Seasonal change in daily routines and sleeping habits 
were attested in Roman siesta practice. Sleeping in public was probably common, but not 
always part of the respectable siesta regime: people dozing off during daytime, for exam-
ple, merrymakers and gamblers wearied by the frolics of previous night were ridiculed 
in the literary sources; on the other hand, sleepy judges were not an uncommon sight if 
the rhetoric of an advocate was dull. Sleeping in the dining room also seems to have been 
possible but it was derided, at least if it resulted from heavy drinking. There was a clear 
distinction between bedrooms and the dining rooms, for the latter was not the customary  
 
 
 

252 Article D, 113.
253 Recent approaches to salutatio, e.g., Goldbeck 2010 (see especially p. 143-4 for discussion on the locations 

for salutatio) and Speksnijder 2015. 
254 Article A, 89, Article D, 114-5.
255 The Spanish word siesta is of later origin, yet derived from the Latin sexta (hora). In ancient Latin 

terminology, mid-day napping consists, e.g., of such words as meridio and meridiatio derived from 
meridies, mid-day (TLL, vol. VIII, p. 842, lin. 73 - p. 843, lin. 9 and TLL, vol. VIII, p. 839, lin. 38 - p. 839, 
lin. 42 and Article D, 115).

256 Wiedemann 2003. 
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place to sleep. Drowsing in public could be also used as a means of avoiding unwanted 
social interaction.257

Another context when sleeping in the daytime was acceptable was during convales-
cence, when resting was necessary. A peaceful cubiculum was thought to be suitable for 
this purpose and its role as a place for a sickbed is clearly attested in the sources. The 
patient was treated by medical experts as well friends and family members.258

Preparing for the night

Fear of the dark is a universal phenomenon: darkness is connected with threats and se-
crets, and negative connotations for the night are abundant.259 Sleepers are defenceless 
against dangers, and even the Roman night was dark and full of terrors. The adverse 
attitude towards the dark is corroborated in texts: darkness permitted dark deeds and 
allowed deviant behaviour to overrun the city and give license for illicit actions or even 
for supernatural powers to operate. This is reflected in the narrative of the Roman night 
which concentrates largely on the negative sides of darkness and emphasises the special 
nature of the night-time, which needed to be regulated in order to keep the foundations 
of the patriarchal society unshaken.260

Soothing rituals and routines are thus an essential part in preparing for the night 
and sleep. According to social scientists, there are certain universal elements which can 
facilitate the sense of security of the sleeper. As stated by Steger, these are the stability of 
the place (the permanence of the surroundings and secure walls), the presence of trusted 
people, repeated rituals, and the socially acceptable conduct of sleeping.261 Williams in-
cludes closing doors, saying goodnight, changing clothes and reading in bed as routines 
which assist the progress of taking on the sleep role.262

Some of these elements are also found in Roman society; Romans regarded the cus-
tomary bed the safest. Trusted people were chosen as co-sleepers, if possible. Placing im-
ages of guardian deities such as the Lares cubiculi in bedrooms could also be interpreted 
as a ritual for safeguarding the bedroom. In addition, such calming functions as walking 
alone before going to bed could have served as a soothing mechanism. Other routines 
included ablutions and changing into nightdress, even though there is little evidence for 

257 Article B, 13, Article D, 115-6.
258 Article D, 115-7, see also above the section 'Where Romans slept: Bedroom' for a bedroom as the place 

for a social call when visiting a sick friend or colleague.
259 See, e.g., Ekirch 2005, 4, Garnert 1993, 112-3.
260 Article A, 94, Article D, 117, 121 (and 125 on nightmares).
261 Steger 2004, 415, see also Steger and Brunt 2003, 12.
262 Williams 2008, 642, cf. Aubert and White 1959 (I), 51, Schwartz 1970, 491 and Rosenblatt 2006, 49.
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Roman sleepwear. It seems, however, that a light outfit was customary and acceptable in 
a bedroom. Slaves assisted in preparations for the night by furnishing the bedroom with 
necessary objects.263

Night-time

Romans regulated their diurnal time use, even though the division of the day into hours 
of equal length was not possible before the introduction of the water-clock and in the 
Archaic period, for instance, the setting of the sun was considered the deadline for legal 
dealings. Night-time, divided into four three-hour periods called vigiliae, was controlled 
particularly in the army or when safeguarding the city of Rome.264 Ekirch has introduced 
the idea that the sleeping culture of pre-industrial European societies was characterised 
by a sleeping routine called 'segmented sleep', i.e., the nightly sleep was divided into two 
bouts called first and second sleep, with a short wakeful period in between them. Accord-
ing to him, in the ancient Roman context this is seen in the expression concubia nocte 
for the so-called first sleep.265 While this expression appears relatively often among Ro-
man authors, to me it seems rather to correspond to the expression 'in the dead of night,' 
than to indicate that the Roman night was customarily split into two nightly intervals. 
Even though the Roman night as a whole was subdivided into segments, reflected in the 
language with several expressions for different parts of the night, this terminology rather 
covers the time-use of people who were awake at night for one reason or another while 
others were sleeping, than revealing a common system of segmented sleep. Therefore, 
I conclude that the segmented nightly sleeping pattern was not an established Roman 
sleeping practice but the Roman sleeping culture was biphasic, consisting of two main 
divisions: the midday siesta and one period of sleep at night.266

Burning the midnight oil

Sleep could be postponed until late at night by practicing lucubratio, i.e., working and es-
pecially conducting literary activities in the night by the light of a lamp.267 Dowden calls 
lucubration 'high-status sleep deprivation'268and J. Ker emphasises displays of frugality 

263 Article D, 117-19, cf. Olson 2003 on Roman sleepwear. On Lares cubiculi, see Gagetti 2006, 481-90 and 
Small 2007, 191-3, cf. Article A, 94, Article B, 11.

264 On time keeping, see, e.g., Laurence 1994, 123, Article D, 119.
265 Ekirch 2005, 300-1, 137, Ekirch 2001, 364-5 (n. 68).
266 Article D, 119.
267 Cf. Carcopino 1939, 181.
268 Dowden 2003, 141, 150-4.
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when working at night by the light of only one lamp.269 Lucubratio can be regarded as a 
special Roman cultural phenomenon, which, in my opinion, reveals temporal privacy, 
i.e., stealing a little bit of time for oneself in the liminal hour between waking and sleep-
ing.270 This privacy was offered by the cubiculum. Lucubration was considered an activ-
ity quite suitable for virtuous Roman men, and even women, and Roman enemies were 
respected if they managed with little sleep, though the word lucubratio could also be used 
in a pejorative sense, meaning the evening entertainment of (old) ladies.271 An irregular 
sleeping rhythm was sometimes regarded as harmful and instructions on how to practice 
lucubration correctly were given in medical writings.272

Lucubration was especially practiced by the Roman elite. Outside the noble circles, 
a sleepless night could be spent in a variety of activities. For example, farmers, bakers 
and others with such occupations might be up and working during the night.273 On the 
other hand, some the night-time activities were not as respectable, such as carousing, ar-
ranging trysts and other secret meetings. Even though some restrictions were placed on 
nocturnal meetings, I did not find direct evidence for curfews in the ancient context.274 

How Romans slept: the meaning of sleep

The question how Romans slept is here understood as how the Romans viewed sleep as 
a whole, how the physical impact of sleep was understood, how sleep related problems 
were dealt with, and what meanings were attributed to sleep and night more generally. 
Sleeping is not only a physiological phenomenon; views on sleeping in different cultures 
rely on and reveal the mindset of the surrounding society. Metaphors of sleep and sleep-
ing and night in proverbs also reveal interesting cultural conceptions.275 

The adverse attitude towards darkness turns up again here. Ghosts and nightmares 
were known to haunt sleepers and ominous dreams and premonitions received in sleep 

269 Ker 2004, 217.
270 Article D, 120.
271 Article D, 120.
272 Article D, 121.
273 Article D, 121.
274 Cf. s.v. curfew n., in OED: from old French, couvre-feu (cover + fire): 'A regulation in force in Medieval 

Europe by which at a fixed hour in the evening, indicated by the ringing of a bell, fires were to be covered 
over or extinguished', in extended use 'a restriction imposed upon the movements of the inhabitants of 
an area for a specified period'. (OED Online. Oxford University Press, accessed March 29, 2016).

275 Article D, 121-2.
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were ubiquitous in Roman literature.276 Premonitions were thought to come from divine 
sources, carrying messages for the future (including forewarnings of death, foretastes 
of future challenges as well as fortunes and instructions on how to proceed in certain 
matters).277 However, as W. Harris explains in his work on dreams in Classical Antiquity, 
there is no clear-cut answer to the question of whether the Romans actually believed in 
dreams; the attitudes to dreams varied and using the information from dreams depended 
on the circumstances.278

Physiology influences cultural phenomena, as we can deduce from some of the ancient 
sources. Spaeth discusses the nocturnal creatures ('night hags') causing terror among Ro-
mans.279 The incubus, a nightly apparition of another evil creature forcing himself upon 
sleeping women, already appeared in ancient texts. The physiological explanation of this 
parasomnia, i.e., 'sleep paralysis' has been understood only fairly recently.280

In my opinion, the ghost stories were used not only for entertainment but also ways of 
dealing with such difficult and delicate issues as a bad conscience. Less frightening must 
have been the apparitions of deceased loved ones and relatives, which can be interpreted 
as a soothing psychological coping mechanism for the bereaved.281

The small, but very real threats were such unwanted animals as snakes, scorpions as 
well as such pests as cockroaches, which were occasionally found in bedrooms. Before 
the introduction of effective pesticides, bedrooms were more or less infested with such 
nuisances as lice, bed bugs and other such vermin. Romans connected insects that shun 
the light (blattae lucifugae) with dark bedrooms. Certain measures were taken against the 
vermin; herbal pesticides included fleawort, pennyroyal, cucumber and some aromatic 
plants. As maintained by I. Montijn, in certain later period cultures, good housekeeping 
is connected to high moral standards (and bad housekeeping could be revealed by flea 
bites!).282 This kind of moralistic view is not evident in Roman texts, possibly because the  
subject of housekeeping is too mundane for elite authors. However, it becomes clear that 
bug-infested beds were connected to both poverty and parsimony.283 

276 For more on the subject of ghost stories, see, e.g., Goldstein et al. 2007 and Felton 1999.
277 Article D, 125.
278 Harris 2009, 125-6, 132.
279 Spaeth 2010, 238.
280 Article B, 11 (n. 33) and Article D, 125. 
281 Article D, 125-6.
282 Montijn 2008, 75-80 (article on Dutch sleeping culture).
283 Article D, 124. See also new studies in the field of historical parasitology in Mitchell, 2016, and especially 

p. 5 for bed bugs (cimex lectularius).
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Apart from an adversity towards the dark, Romans also often perceived sleeping as 
negative, as related to death, or testimony of such vices as drowsiness, laziness and dull-
ness. Drunken sleep and wasting the night-time was disparaged, drinkers were liable to 
surprise attacks and ruses under wine-induced heavy sleep, sopor. According to certain 
writers, chiefly Cicero, human beings need constant activities and ceasing to be occupied 
is unnatural. Perpetual sleep would be as bad as or even worse than death. In addition, a 
sleeping audience was a sign of poor rhetorical skills or of badly composed verse.284 In 
contrast, wakefulness was considered praiseworthy and virtuous.285

Nevertheless, sleeping well was also an important issue for the Romans. Despite the 
negative attitudes towards the dark and sleep, the positive aspects of resting peacefully 
were also acknowledged and reviving one's strength was considered vital. Even writers 
who otherwise tend to emphasise how little they needed sleep, understood how sleep-
ing was necessary for restoring one's energy. Quintilian thought that fatigue obstructed 
good writing. A good night's sleep ensured relaxation of the body and peace of mind; it 
alleviated worries and cares and was an important part of the ingredients for a happy life. 
Night-time was committed to rest, yet vivid dreams could be the source of inspiration.286

On the other hand, sleep deprivation was known to distress Romans, the negative 
effects of sleeping disorders were well understood and sleeplessness was considered 
detrimental and even used as torture. The reasons behind insomnia were attributed to 
such lifestyle choices as excessive drinking and eating. Worries, restlessness of mind, a 
troubled conscience, insanity and lovesickness as well as physical illnesses kept Romans 
awake. In addition, the noises produced by city life kept Romans awake at night. The 
evidence of Lex Iulia Municipalis suggests that heavy wagons (plostrum/plaustrum) ran 
on the city streets at night. Other noisemakers included disorderly servants, neighbours, 
townsmen as well as barking dogs.287 Sleep deprivation vexed both rich and poor, but the 
impoverished people of Rome had little power over their situation and could not find an 
easy solution to ameliorate their situation. Wealthier houseowners, on the other hand, 
could demand servants keep quiet or they could flee the noisy city in search of repose. 
(For instance, the bedrooms in Pliny's Laurentine villa were specially designed to create 
a peaceful environment for withdrawal.)288 

284 Article D, 125-7.
285 Dowden 2003, 149-50.
286 Article D, 121-2, 126-7.
287 Lex Iul. munic. 64, also known as the Tabula Heracleensis, Article B, 9, Article D, 121. See more, e.g., in 

Hartnett 2011, 143-52. See also Kaiser 2011, 174-5 questioning whether the daytime ban on traffic in 
Lex Iul. munic. 52 concerned vehicles other than the plaustra (freight wagons carrying heavy loads). Cf. 
Williams 2005, 135 for sleep deprivation as torture.

288 Article D, 105-6, 110, Article C, 8, see also article A, 107-8.
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Sleeplessness was treated in many different ways with more or less effective remedies. 
The opium poppy was considered a powerful drug and its sleep-inducing qualities were 
already known before Romans. For example, mandrake, saffron, iris, wine and even cab-
bage are introduced in the sources as sleep-inducing remedies.289

Heavy sleep, often resulting from labour, hardships, drinking or illness might cause 
snoring. The stigma of snoring, mentioned by Williams in the context of modern views 
on sleeping,290 was also branded on Roman sleepers: snoring was not regarded as a wel-
come trait in a person.291 However, sleep apnea does not seem to have been understood 
as an illness of its own.

Snoring could be so loud that it was heard the neighbouring houses, creating an un-
solicited intimacy even in elite quarters. Snoring could be used to in order to pretend to 
sleep and covering one's head was a cue for wanting to be in peace and withdraw from the 
world. Sleep, real or feigned, could thus be used as a means of avoiding unwanted social 
interaction, or in order to turn a blind eye on disgraceful behaviour. In addition to snor-
ing, yawning also revealed a slack lifestyle and could be interpreted as a sign of boredom, 
laziness and indifference, apart from just revealing tiredness. Yawning and snoring also 
highlighted the incompetence of an orator.292

In addition, climate played a part in Roman sleeping arrangements: the seasonality of 
sleeping habits, including changing the sleeping area according to the seasons, is known 
in the literature. The biphasic regime, with a resting period in the hottest hours of the day 
and working in the cool nights, tells us about the practices in Roman Italy.293 

The boundaries of sleeping 

Vitruvius' writings on the Roman house are inescapable for anyone studying the using 
space and the dichotomy of public and private in Roman houses and society. According 
to him, in Roman private houses (privatis aedificiis), there was a division of spaces into 
two opposing categories, propria (one's own) and communia (common, public). Cubicula 
belonged in the first category, where outsiders were not permitted to enter without invita-
tion (in ea non est potestas omnibus intro eundi nisi invitatis).294

289 Article D, 122. 
290 Williams 2005, 93.
291 Article D, 123-4.
292 Article D, 123-4.
293 Article A, 99, D, 99-100, 114. See also above section 'Where Romans slept: Beds and bedding' on the 

influence of weather on the use of beds and mats.
294 Vitr. 6,5,1.
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Further literary evidence which deals with privacy and the segregation of the Ro-
man sleeping areas reveal that there was a desire for privacy, particularly among the 
elite members of society, who could demand this. The need to be left alone in peace and 
quiet, withdrawing from social occasions (even by feigning sleep) and high degree of 
control over closed bedrooms are traits associated with Roman sleeping arrangements. 
The bedroom was the locus of this withdrawal. The juxtaposition of public and private 
is displayed through cubicula in literature; secluded and secure cubicula are the places of 
informal dress, unlike the busy city, which needs suitable outdoor dress. In the same vein 
sleeping was considered a private action. Bedrooms and beds were meant for peace, quiet 
and even secrecy.295 

Earlier research tended to emphasise how cubicula were more or less also populated 
by the familia of the house.296 Some scholars, however, see cubicula in a slightly different 
light focusing on the secret nature of cubicula. Especially Riggsby connects cubicula with 
secrecy and points out that slaves are often described as being outside of bedrooms when 
their owners were sleeping.297 In my opinion, the literary evidence for sleeping areas in 
Roman houses show that upper class Romans appreciated and demanded privacy in their 
sleeping quarters.298

As seen above in the section 'With whom Romans slept', a closer look at the users of 
cubicula reveals that slaves could enter to perform their duties there but were dismissed 
if privacy was needed. It is important to note that household slaves were customarily sta-
tioned outside the owner's bedroom, rather than staying inside — a fact that has been ac-
knowledged by many scholars but overlooked in the interpretation of the use of space.299 
In my mind, it is yet one more of the features which attests to the desire for peace and 
privacy on the side of Roman elite. Slaves, on the other hand, had less power over their 
own sleeping arrangements and thus fewer opportunities for attaining privacy or none 
whatsoever.300 However, the state of sleep itself can be considered the ultimate privacy: 
a sphere where no outsiders can enter. It is possible that Roman slaves had a similar  
attitude  to their later Jamaican counterparts, according to whom there is no master in the 
sphere of sleep.301 

295 Article A, 91-2, Article B, 8,10, 14, Article D, 99-100, 102, 105-7, 116, 123.
296 E.g., Wallace-Hadrill 1988, 78 (cf. Wallace-Hadrill 1994, 44), Clarke 1991, 13.
297 Riggsby 1997, 45 (cf. 44), see also Anguissola 2010, 35, 62-5.
298 Article A, 91, Article B, 10-2, 14, Article D, 109-10.
299 See also section 'Sleeping arrangements for servants' above.
300 Article B, 7-8, Article D, 110.
301 Cf. Jamaican proverb 'Sleep hab no Massa’ in Ekirch 2005, 286-7, Article B, 7.
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However, there must have been some flexibility in the arrangements, and slaves were 
close by to assist in the night and morning routines of their owners. The literary evidence 
suggests that while it was also possible that in certain cases slaves were sleeping inside the 
bedroom with their owners, this was not a common practice. Instead, slaves might have 
been present in the bedrooms serving couples engaged in sexual activities, as stated by 
Clarke, based on observations on love-making scenes in wall paintings.302 

In addition to the privacy issues between family members and servants, the dichoto-
my of public and private also comprises the relationship between inhabitants of the house 
and the visitors to it. As seen above, some researchers have argued that cubicula belonged 
among the reception areas of a Roman domus. It seems though, that the prevalence of this 
function has been slightly overstated. It was possible to use cubicula for reception, yet in 
many cases this was due to certain specific circumstances, which were discussed above.

Physical Boundaries

As seen above in the passage from Vitruvius, an invitation was in many cases needed to 
get into a Roman bedroom. In the description of movement about bedrooms, besides 
neutral words such as venio and intro (to come, to enter), words hinting at people com-
ing in invited, led or even carried by another person are common (e.g., derivatives of 
verb ducere, to lead). It seems that entering a bedchamber without permission was not 
approved, yet family members seem to have had an easy access to each other's rooms 
and admittance was based on familiarity. Forceful entries into bedrooms took place and 
violent terms such as irrumpo (to break, burst into) and invado (invade) are also used in 
describing movement inside a bedroom, confirming that access to the bedrooms were 
controlled by boundaries. Nevertheless, as seen in the various descriptions of homicides 
taking place in cubicula, the elaborate closing systems and otherwise high degree of phys-
ical security did not always stop forceful transgressors.303 

Controlling access to the different spaces was a duty of the servants (e.g., ostiarii, 
cubicularii are mentioned in this context). Physical boundaries were also commonly pre-
sent in houses. Doors provided separation and seclusion and Roman sleeping areas could 
be —and indeed were— closed to maintain privacy,304 and entering someone's sleeping 
place was in many ways restricted, unlike some scholars seem to speculate.305

302 Clarke 1998, 94-107, 163.
303 Article A, 91, Article D, 108-9.
304 Article A, 91, Article B, 10-1, Article D, 107. On boundaries in the Campanian houses, see Lauritsen 

2012, (Article C, 107). See also George 1997, (B), 317-8 on boundaries and personal privacy.

305 E.g., Nevett 1997, 291 hypothesises that 'it is possible that …. there were no inhibitions about entering 
someone else's sleeping accommodation'.
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As seen above in the section 'Sleep and space — the theoretical background', previous 
scholarship has established that a segmented organisation of space points to a complex 
society where possibility for privacy was available when needed or wanted. In addition, 
partitioned houses and the specialisation of household spaces reveal the level of privacy 
of the societal practices, and sleeping is a function especially connected to privacy.306 The 
physical boundaries of sleeping in private Roman dwellings were well established. Along 
with the profuse mentions of bedroom doors in literature, the archaeological material is 
also in accord with this finding: the small rooms in the Campanian houses —especially 
so-called/typological cubicula— were usually closable.307 In addition, the layout of the 
archaeological remains of Campanian private residences reveals how the degree of inter-
nal partitioning in Roman houses is high and the houses were designed to provide secure 
physical surroundings for sleepers.308 

In Article C, I took a closer look at the juxtaposition between the outside (public) 
and the inside (private) in the context of bedrooms and their relationship to the main 
entrance of the house. As a tool for this, I calculated a depth value (i.e., the number of 
boundaries needing crossing in order to reach the bedroom from the front door) for 
each possible room.309 The most common depth value among the bedrooms with known 
locations in Herculaneum is three, and ground floor bedrooms with a higher depth value 
are less common. These locations seem to indicate that interaction between household 
members using the bedrooms and visitors was expected. Nevertheless, the evidence also 
points towards privacy being appreciated by the sleepers in Herculaneum, the preva-
lence of doors and high degree of internal segregation of spaces seem to suggest this. In 
addition, the bedrooms situated in quiet corners of the house, far away from the main 
entrance, as well as those in upper floors —often well-furnished and decorated— must 
have yielded a greater degree of privacy.310

Permanence and multifunctionality

It is fairly difficult to answer the question of whether Roman sleeping was confined to 
permanent bedrooms or if it was customary to change one's sleeping place often and 

306 Especially Steger and Brunt 2003, 12-3, Kent 1990 (B), see more in the discussion above in the section 
'Sleep and space — the theoretical background'.

307 See Lauritsen 2012 (especially p. 105).
308 For the number of spaces in different Campanian houses, see, e.g., the quartile classification in Wallace-

Hadrill 1994, 79-81. See also Article A, 95, Article B, 10-1, Article C, 107, Article D, 106.
309 See more in Hillier and Hanson 1988, 149.
310 Article C, 109.
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whether people had their personal sleeping locations or even bedrooms of their own.311

In previous scholarship, a certain consensus on the use of space and the multifunc-
tionality of Roman houses seems to prevail, which maintains that the spaces in Roman 
houses were multipurpose, no clear function-based division can be seen and furniture 
is said to be easily moved around. According to the theories on sleeping, setting aside 
private, individual and permanent spaces for sleeping was not a phenomenon in ancient 
Roman culture, but sleeping could take place randomly and whimsically, wherever one 
felt like it and beds and bedding were moved around the house.312 However, based on lit-
erary evidence for sleeping and theories of sleep and space, there is room for a dissenting 
view as well, as I argue throughout my research.

First of all, in general it is typical of human beings to differentiate activities, and sleep-
ing is one of those activities which require a special space. The spaces in Roman houses 
are also clearly differentiated linguistically (a trait connected to a segmented organisation 
of space313), the distinctive room labelling is found in several texts and this corresponds 
well with the architecture of the largest houses, which display a great degree of internal 
segregation, as shown above. Therefore, even if certain areas of the houses had multi-
ple functions, and activities overlapped, there is also a clear differentiation in the use of 
space.314 

Secondly, people are territorial creatures of habit and as such tend to prefer one place 
over others and are stressed if they are forced to move from their habitual places. This 
type of routine-based behaviour is commonplace and easily observed in everyday life: we 
tend to hang on to our favourite places. For example, when a family gathers around the 
dinner table, the places are usually the same and when a couple shares a bed, the sides 
rarely change.315 

As seen above, there are certain cross-cultural elements which can be used to ease 
the sense of insecurity of the sleeper, including fixed places for sleeping and routines in 
daily (or in this case, nightly) activities.316 The studies on sleeping arrangements in both 
historical and modern contexts also show that people tend to seek seclusion and perma-

311 See discussion on privacy and personal space in Rössler 2005, 143, cf. Nevett 1997, 297 and discussion 
above in section 'Sleep and space — the theoretical background'.

312 Outlined in Allison 2004, 167 and Leach 1997, 59, Leach 2004, 50, Nevett 1997, 290-2, 297-8 and Riggsby 
1997, 40. See also Dickmann 2010, 71, Veyne 1987, 73, Wallace-Hadrill 1988, 91-2, George 1997 (A), 24. 
See also discussion in section 'Sleep and space — the theoretical background' above.

313 Kent 1990 (B), 127-8.
314 Article D, 98-100.
315 See also Sanders 1990, 49, Aubert and White 1959 (II), 7-8, Rosenblatt 2006, 31 for territoriality, 

permanence and routines and their effect on space use and sleeping arrangements.
316 Steger 2004, see also more above in section 'Preparing for the night'.
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nence in their sleeping arrangements even in circumstances where housing conditions 
are modest and in societies where sleeping in public is commonplace. Even those who 
sleep rough tend to have regular sleeping spots whenever possible.317 

To claim then that the Romans were very different in respect to these traits, there 
should be strong evidence to back up the proposition. However, the available evidence 
points in another direction. Roman houses had secure settings for sleeping with numer-
ous small rooms with closable doors. In the Roman context, trusted people were chosen 
as co-sleepers where possible. There are certain references to routines which could be 
interpreted as soothing rituals to safeguard the bedroom. Some (though admittedly fairly 
few and vague) passages in Latin literature corroborate the idea that the cubiculum was a 
private personal space and the idea that the customary bed is the safest was not unknown 
to Romans.318 

In addition, the evidence of the surviving beds from Herculaneum supports the idea 
that bedrooms there were in permanent use: beds are large enough not to be easily and 
conveniently moved around the house in contrast to what has been suggested.319 This 
must have been the case especially when the bed is wider than door opening, requir-
ing more than one person to move the bed. The archaeological evidence suggests that 
bedrooms of Herculaneum could have had other functions besides sleeping, yet, even if 
these rooms had overlapping functions, only certain rooms in the houses were used for 
sleeping. In the ground floor rooms of private houses in Herculaneum, beds have been 
found in small closed rooms (which can be interpreted as bedrooms or cellae ostiariae in 
private houses) and dining rooms. Therefore, even though the furniture has only partially 
survived, the evidence points to a clear pattern of bed distribution inside the houses.320 

Seasonality in the use of space reveals some flexibility even in choosing the sleeping 
area, yet this custom does not contradict the idea of permanent settings for sleeping ar-
eas, but there were permanent, assigned sleeping spots which varied only according to 
season.321

317 E.g., Ekirch 2005, 278, Schweder et al. 1995, 30, Brunt 2008, 168-9, Rensen 2003, 105, cf. van der Geest 
and Mommersteeg 2006, 10.

318 Article A, 93-5, Article B, 11-2, Article D, 117-9.
319 See especially Leach 2004, 50 who quotes Parslow 1998, 111, who in turn refers to the early excavators' 

ideas on the domestic space, based on the assemblages of finds discovered in the storage rooms of Praedia 
Iuliae Felicis. Cf. also Leach 1997, 59.

320 Article C, 112, 118.
321 Article A, 99.
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SUMMARY

The main factors influencing the sleeping arrangements in Roman society included the 
social status of the sleeper, the climate, the urban culture, the need for control, moralis-
tic ideas as well as ritualistic behaviour. However, it must be remembered that personal 
preferences also have played their part in arranging sleeping. Certain findings of modern 
sociological sleep research can be observed even in Roman material. Among these are 
safeguarding the sleeper with rituals, using sleep (even feigned) to avoid social interac-
tion as well as sleep deprivation as a means of torture.

I also claim that inhabitants of Roman households had routine-based nightly activi-
ties and very likely also permanent sleeping spaces, and also that the wealthiest Romans 
had —or at least desired to have— peaceful and private bedchambers. However, the lo-
cations of sleeping areas could change according to the season and the environment. 
The settings for sleeping among upper class Romans were solitary rather than social and 
communal/group sleeping among the members of the elite nuclear family in houses was 
not typical; slaves on duty slept outside the owner's bedroom rather than inside. Children 
were taken into consideration in all areas of life including sleeping arrangements. The use 
of a cubiculum as a place of reception often depended on specific circumstances, such as 
the illness of the host. 

Night-time and darkness influenced Roman space use as well. Fear of deviant behav-
iour in the darkness resulted in the need to tightly control people in order to hold on to 
the patriarchal structures of society. Ghost stories were used for dealing metaphorically 
with such delicate issues as a bad conscience. However, in spite of a negative outlook on 
sleeping and night, the positive aspects of resting were admitted; sleep deprivation was 
understood to be harmful and problems with sleeping were actively remedied.

Drawing from the theories of space use, the diversity of Roman domestic space be-
comes evident; different spaces are linguistically differentiated in the literary evidence. 
The previous research tended to emphasise the multifunctionality of the Roman house, 
the multifaceted nature of the cubiculum and claim that cubiculum was just a generic 
term without one, single definition. However, the using a bed is the key element for iden-
tifying the cubicula. In addition, cubicula known from literary sources were segmented 
both functionally and linguistically making them clearly separate spaces in the Roman 
house which provided opportunity for peace, quiet, withdrawal and privacy. It can thus 
be concluded that a cubiculum was a separate, even private bedroom of the (elite) domus. 

In the archaeological evidence, we also see a relatively high degree of partitioning 
and boundaries between different spaces inside houses, an idea which aligns with the 
literature; a segmented organisation of space made privacy and permanent sleeping con-
ditions possible. The evidence from Herculaneum shows that beds were placed in certain 
types of rooms and that many bedrooms opened onto secondary service spaces instead 
of opening directly onto atria or peristyles, which tells us that the system of organising 
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spaces around large circulation areas is more nuanced in Campanian houses than one 
might think. However, the material cannot be generalised too far. There seem to already 
be differences when comparing the evidence drawn from Herculaneum to that of Pom-
peii, where, according to earlier research, beds have been found in the so-called tablina, 
unlike Herculaneum.

Local privacy, as defined by Rössler, is present in the Roman material and it manifests 
itself in the sleeping arrangements. Sleeping habits, the paraphernalia of sleeping or the 
sleep-related privacy aspects do not necessarily develop (only) chronologically, but are 
shaped reciprocally by the structure of the surrounding society.

Lastly, I would like to venture to look at what historical sleep research can offer to 
sleepers in modern societies. For instance, the safest way to arrange infants' sleeping is 
a widely discussed subject in the modern Western world, and sometimes the debate can 
get very heated. The main issue is whether to practice co-sleeping (either room-sharing 
or bed-sharing) or solitary sleeping (when the infant is in a separate room).322 During the 
writing of this recapitulation, The New York Times published a blog post pondering on 
this topic.323 The piece was given impetus by the 'Safe Sleep' Campaign launched by the 
city of New York in order to prevent sleep-related infant fatalities, which asserts that the 
safest way for a baby to sleep is alone in a bassinet with no toys or loose bedding.324 This 
proposition is contrasted with theories on how bed sharing from birth is the best way to 
keep a sleeping baby safe. What is noteworthy for this inquiry is how these arguments 
are justified. Particularly the advocates of bed sharing seem to rely heavily on 'historical 
practices', often without actual knowledge of historical sleeping arrangements. For exam-
ple, one of the experts used for the blog post claims that 'babies have slept with parents 
throughout most of history'. Similar arguments can be found elsewhere as well. For in-
stance, one of the supporters for the co-sleeping practice, J. McKenna, claims that 'for as 
far back as you care to go, mothers have followed the protective and convenient practice 

322 E.g., The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) recommends room-sharing without bed-sharing (Task 
Force on Sudden Infant Death Syndrome 2011). See also on terminology, e.g., in Safe to Sleep -campaign 
developed by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, according to which 'the terms "bed 
sharing" and "co-sleeping" are often used interchangeably, but they have different meanings'. (https://
www.nichd.nih.gov/sts/about/SIDS/Pages/common.aspx, accessed 03/16).
See also, e.g., J. McKenna: 'The Bedsharing Controversy' at cosleeping.nd.edu/controversies/ (accessed 
07/15) and L. Carroll: 'Risky or loving? Co-sleeping study divides parents and doctors' at today.com/
health/co-sleeping-linked-infant-deaths-bed-sharing-remains-popular-1D79912957 (accessed 06/15). 
Cf. also Carpenter et al. 2013.

323 N. Wartik: Stay Close, Sleep Close, or 'Stay Close, Sleep Apart?' in: parenting.blogs.nytimes.
com/2015/06/29/stay-close-sleep-close-or-stay-close-sleep-apart/?smid=fb-nytimes&smtyp=cur 
(accessed 07/15).

324 Sleep Safe Campaign: Stay close, Sleep Apart in: www1.nyc.gov/assets/home/images/press_release/2015/
April/sleepsafecampainen.jpg (accessed 07/15).
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of sleeping with their infants.' 325 However, as I have shown, this issue is more complex, 
as can be inferred from the Roman material. This is a place for historians to step forward 
and provide accurate information on sleeping arrangements in the past. 

To know how people have slept in the past can help us understand how to arrange 
sleeping in the best way even today. Not drawing ought from is (or in this case from was), 
i.e. claiming that we should mimic the sleeping arrangements of the past, but we should 
instead find out underlying attitudes to sleeping and especially the potentially detrimen-
tal patterns of thinking which form obstacles to good sleeping. In the Roman material, 
this manifests itself in moralistic views of how much sleep is considered ideal. This kind 
of reasoning is pervasive in modern thinking as well and we have all heard of the pro-
verbial early bird catching the worm. The passages on heroic Roman men who managed 
with little sleep, however, conveniently forget those slaves who were ordered to wake up 
the households and do not pay much attention to the role of women in the house. Mod-
ern sleep research has shown that shortage of sleep can be harmful to health.326 There-
fore, instead of relying on the moralistic anecdotes on how 'virtuous people' manage with 
little sleep, we should add more weight to the modern science on how to sleep well. A 
comparative historical study could further reveal the universal elements of sleeping, dif-
ferent ways in which sleeping can be arranged, and how societies without electric lighting 
arranged time use. 

325 E.g., McKenna: Bedtime Story: Co-sleeping Research in http://www.naturalchild.org/james_mckenna/
bedtime_story.html (accessed 03/16). 

326 E.g., Alhola and Polo-Kantola 2007, 553-67. 
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